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MYSTERY OF THE WATSON
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ON TRIAL FOR BURGLARIES

Vast Sum To Be Spent Here
On Rural Repair Jobs
And the Base Operating Personnel Is Now 31, What Became Of the Steamer Reported Ashore
F. B. I., Sheriff and State Police Department

Plus Officers
The last Coast Guard Reserve
personnel, both men and member?
of the Spars, departed from Rock
land yesterday in keeping with an
order last week from Washington
which ordered the discharge of all
reserve personnel from the service
by May 2.
The base is now manned entirely
by members of the regular Coast
Guard establishment which will
operate it in the future.
At one time, and during the
greater part of the war, personnel
nt the base numbered over 300 men
from the Coast Guard, Army and

Navy
Spars totaled 24 at the
highest peak and recently has
numbered less than 10 The total
authorized strength of the base op
erating personnel is now 31 men,
plus officers.
Coast Guard officials state that
the base will continue as a part of
the peacetime estab’lshment and
with addlronal personnel before
the Summer is over. With the re
turn of the cutters, which have
been promised during July or Au
gust, Coast Guard personnel sta
tioned at the base and aboard ships
should total about 125 officers and
men.

The master of the steamer Hor
ace H. Watson managed to keep the
Coast Guard and Shipping Admini
stration, officials in a 'turmoil for
several hours Friday follow'ng his
report that the craft was aground
on the twestern side of Isle au Haut
and requested aid.
A search of that area by the
C-G.C. 80004 failed to reveal a ship
of any sort, let alone a 3l)C0-ton
258-footer. Upon a request from
Coast Guard for his nosition, he
gave one tha* would have placed
him ln the upper portion of the
Bay of Fun,dy The exchange of
messages continued with him still
insisting that he was correct in, both
instances.
Heavier Cargoes
The buoy boa*. Cowslip, and the
A Legal Problem
tender, Hib’scus, Were dispatched
from Portland an,d Boston to aid
Will Be Flown To and From Arises In Connection With the ship The first was destined to
reach Isle au lHaut at 8 p. m. Fri
the Provinces By Local
Junk Licenses—The Coun day and the other some time during
Saturday morning.

Planes

Maine Air Cargo Express Inc.,
operators of the Rockland Munici
pal Airport at Ash Point, will this
week Institute freight runs into
the Maritime Provinces.
Permission has been given by
both American, and Canadian cus
toms officials for the operation be
tween Rockland and points neces
sary to carry on business in the
provinces.
The principal port of
landing will be Yarmouth. N. S„
landings being made elsewhere as
required.
Tne principal cargo will, of
course, be lobsters on the trips from
the Provinces to Rockland, with
general cargo being carried Into
the Provinces as the company ex
pands its freight operations
Jack Dodge left yesterday for
New York to fly back a C-47 cargo
ship which will be capable of carry
ing a 7COO-pound payload.
Negotiations are now under way
for the purchase of a PBY am
phibian which will have a freight
capacity of 14 000 pounds.
This
plane will proably be used on the
runs to t he Provinces, inasmuch
as it will be able to land at the
dealers pounds and load direct.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
83.00 a year

RUMMAGE SALE
SATURDAY, MAY 4

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
Doors Open At 9 O’clock

35-36

Expenditures totaling more than
'SI 433.OCO will be made in the next

On Isle au Haut?
At 7 o'clock »hat night, the Wat
son reported that she was off tbe
rocks and was proceeding to Boston
under her own power. The mas
ter’s orig'nal roports staled that
the ship had Dunctured a hole in
No 1 bot'om and was taking water
in, the hold above.
The ship had originally been en
route to Windsor, N. S.. with a
carto of coal from New York. In
striking Tsle au Haut. she would
have been several miles off her
course: and, if he had been at the
porit’on in the Bay of Fundy as re
ported. would have been on the op
posite side of the Province from
where he wished to be.
Up to yes'erday the ship had no*
been reported as having arrived in
Boston.
Tlie shin was built in Decautur,
Ala . in 1944 for the War Shipp’ng
Administration and 'was under
lease to the Lykes Brothers Steam
ship Line.

few years by home owners on farms
and in small ccmunities of Knox
County to Improve present electric
service and home plumb ng.
These outlays will mean addi
tional income to practically every
lccal business and will finance additionnal wiring, bathroom improve

BALL

Jewelers

Watches and Silver
For Over Fifty Years

Auspices Tyler P ,T. A.

Tyler Schoo, Building

Budget Terms Arranged
15-tf

FRIDAY, MAY 3
At 7 P . M.

Door Prizes, Entertainment 8 PJH.
Adm. 10c

THURSDAY NIGHT, MAY 2

35-36

there will be a sound of revelry at the

BEANO

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Masonic Temple Hal,

A series of burglaries in Knox,
Lincoln,. Waldo and Hancock Coun
ties, covering a period of two or
three months, Is believed by the
authorities to have been cleared up
with the arrest yesterday of Vaughn
Beal. Harlan Davis and Ralph Dem
mons. who were being arraigned in
Rockland Municipal Court this
morning when. The Courier-Gazette
went to press.
Working jointly on the case were
representatives of the F. B I..
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, Captain
J. E. Marks of the Maine State
Police and Deputy Sheriff Ernest
Gray, to whose persistent and skill
ful detective work tlih criminal
trail may have reached its end
The Kncx County burglaries are
summarized as follows:
W. T. White residence. Lake ave

nue: Ship picture, three chairs,
several plates and cups.
Ames residence. West Meadow
read: Three chairs a table and
rocking chair.
Summer residence in Camden: A
table aand desk.
Clay sisters residence. Port Clyde:
Desk, chair and lamp.
All three pleaded guilty and were
bound over to Superior Court in j
$500 bail by Judge Zelma Dwinal
The arrests of Davis and Dem
mons were made by Sergeant James
Breen cf the Rcckland police on
warrants sworn out by Sheriff Lud- i
w’ick. Beal was arrested by Deputy i
Sheriff Ernest Gray.
Beal was represented by Attorney !
Alan Grossman. The other two de- |
fendants were not represented by
counsel. County Attorney Stuart 1
Burgess appeared for the State.

Thursday’s Launching
Capt. Carl Reed’s New Drag
ger To Be Put Overboard
At Morse Yard

BASEBALL
COMMUNITY PARK
THIS AFTERNOON — TUESDAY

AT 8.00 P. M.

and it will last until midnight, plus. Dainty

Public Invited—Good Prizes

Dames will be whirled about in the arms of

Sponsored by

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.
CAMDEN HIGH SCHOOL

Rockland Masonic Club

Game Called 4 P. M.—Adm. 35c tax Incl.

Proceeds to be

NOTICE!

voted to the charity fund.

WAYNE DRINKWATER S ORCHESTRA

FOR STITCHING ON TEXTILES
Will Operate On

JERRY AND SKY
IN PERSON

A LIMITED QUANTITY
OF

COUNTRY CLUB LOAM

WITH THEIR

Starting

OWN ORIGINAL ALL STAR RADIO SHOW

Monday, April 29

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Leave Vinalhaven 8 A. M.

FOR SALE

BOCKLAND

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 4
DOORS OPEN 7.30 P. M.—SHOW STARTS 8.30 P. M.

TO

Adults 60c. Children 35c Tax Inch

ROCKLAND 500 OR 602
36-36

Ba
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DAYLIGHT TIME

TWO HOURS OF FUN, MUSIC, SINGING AND NOVELTIES
35-36

Survey of available stitchers in Thomas

ton area, including Cushing, Friendship, St.
Oeorge and Warren.

Leave Rockland 2 P. M.

Summer Schedule
Starts June 1

Full time, part time and

piece work for Women. Obtain forms at Thom
aston National Bank.

Fill out promptly and

return to the bank by Monday, May 6.
mum

wages applicable

Mini

to sewing industry,

guaranteed after short training period.

Vinalhaven
Port District

Thomaston Budget and Planning Committee
94-36
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Pearl Look offers this one for the
Black Cat's consideration:
“A
schooner captain named Snow took
a load of ice in the dead of Winter
to Chili with a first mate named
Frost and a second named Cole.”

Barely visible from the outside are
the effects of the recent fire at
Rockledge Inn. But it was little
short of a miracle that the budd
ing was saved. Repairs are being
made

WOMEN WANTED

Tickets 60c incl. tax

Maine papers, in, their 40-yearago columns, are noting reports of
the big San Francisco earthquake.
—Lewiston Journal.
Beg pardon, the San Francisco
“fire."
——O —
Tlie Black Cat columnist of The
Courier-Gazette says that the Edi
tor of the News has another head
ache. An elderly woman whose cat
has been plastered with burdocks,
wants him to start a campaign to
eradicate burdock bushes. No, that
isn't a headache at all. It is just
one of those little chores which is
expected of all good country news
paper men, although we admit that
this was a new one on us We think
it is a good idea to get rid of these
bushes for as far as we know they
do not serve any useful purpose. In
fact the family pup came home the
other day after a run dow’n in the
pasture, with the same trouble the
cat had—Br'dgton News.
And 'all along, I though Bridg
ton's evil genius was that mammal
which Webster describes as “Mephi
tis Mephitis”—although I should
think one mephitis would be suffi
cient.

And here's the latest—“National
Noise Abatement Week.’’
Even
Gov. Hildreth fell for it.

TO BENEFIT CHARITY
Under auspices of the Rockland Lions Club.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Morse Boatbuilding Co. of Thom
aston will launch the dragger. Da
vid A.. Thursday morning at 11 30
for Capt. Carl Reed of Owl’s Head.
Mrs. Carl Reed Jr. of Owl’s Head
will be the sponsor of the craft. It
is expected that a large represen
tation from the Rockland fishing
fleet will be on hand to see the
newest addition to the fleet take the
water.
The craft is 75 feet in length and
has a beam of 18 feet and draft of
nine feet, six inches. She will be
powered with a 250 h. p. Hendy
diesel which, it is estimated, will
drive her at 10 knots. Full redio
equipment, plus underwater sound
an radio direction finder will be in
stalled.
The keel was laid by Wilbur
Morse and his crew last November
in the large boat shed which al
Sugar stamp 39, the last stamp
lowed uninterrupted construction
marked sugar in the present book
throughout the Winter.
expires today, but another becomes
valid tomorrow good until Aug. 31.
New Train Schedule Now if we only had a supply of
sugar good fbr 'hat period, how
The
Maine
Central
Railroad much better it would be.
schedules changed Sunday to meet
the statewide change to Daylight
When Bangor bade farewell to
Saving Time. However, all railroad James
P Forrest who died sudden
schedules will operate cn Eastern ly at 82 years, it lost an unusual
Standard Time and are so given in type of town habitue He was in
the schedule below.
the theatrical business, beginning
Arrivals, weekdays: 10.05 a. m.; as an usher.at the old Bangor opera
1.35 p. m.; 4.20 p. m.
house. I.a'er he was advance agent
Departures, week-days: 7 a m., for some of the big shows, like "The
1.15 p. fn.; 3J15 p. m.
Old Homestead.” His memory was
Sundays: Arrivals, 10X17 a m.; de excellent, and he was a good story
partures, 4.20 p. m.
teller. It is reca’led that he was
the first manager for Riverton Park
Playing on the double feature in Hampden, and for the old
program this week at Park Theatre Nickel, the first motion picture
are the two well known pictures, house In the cltv The Bangor News
“Condemned To Devils Island" with notes: “Mr. Forrest was kindly,
Ronald Coleman and “These Three" quick-witted, alert,—a fascinating
wi'h Joel 'McCrea, Merle Oberon. conversationalist ar.d a mine of inMiriam Hopkins. The show in the i formation With ’he exception of
afternoon will start at 2 p. m. and j the beloved Michael Garrity of
due to the length of the program, Portland, he was the last of Maine's
there will be one show in the evening old-time theatrical men. He Is sur
starting at 7 p. m. Th’s program vived by two nieces in Lynn, Mass.,
be assigned this craft.
The Coast Guard s sole reason for will be plaving today, Wednesday, a niece in Fram’rgham, Mass., and
existence is the preservation of life and Thursday.
by several grandnieces and grand
and property at sea That it can
nephews.”
not do this with the cutters on will have to accept the blame, or it
boarding duty in Boston or tied to may start another round /of ac
A Red Sox fan, who conducts a
Constitution Base or in Chelsea cusations from department to de Southend market became so excited
partment.
Creek.
the other day that he fell from a
One government agency blames
Meantime the Coast Guard has stepladder and upset a cracker bar
tne other for the lack of ships and good men and good ships but lacks rel. Arthur Andrews drove by with
crews to man them. When the the authority to put tnem to sea or his ambulance at that psychologi
merry-go-round slows down and on stations where they will be of cal
mcment, and thought his serv
there is a real loss of life and prop some use.
ices were required, but Harry was
erty at sea off this coast, someone
—by Sid Cullen.
too busy readjusting the crackers.

SATURDAY, MAY 4

Gallant Blades, and everybody will be happy.

The Black Cat

Make Three Important Arrests

ments and new electrical equipment
for the county's 5545 farm and rural
homes already served with elec
tricity, according to a study released
by the Tile Council of America.
Introduction of running water,
installation of tiled bathrooms and
replacement of out-moded plumbing
fixtures head the list of most want
ed farm home features, D. P. Forst
chairman of the Council’s Residen
tial Construction Committee, re
vealed. One in five farm families
throughout the nation plan bath
room improvements, he said.
Additional wiring is needed in
practically every farm home with
electricity, according to the study. How It Stands Today
cil’s Answer
A huge market likewise exists for
milking machines, quick freezing
A legal problem arose in Oity
City Council Met
j
Will Start Soon
units, electric motors, baby chick Our Coast Guard Impotent
Council last night over the issuing
brooders
and other equipment.
of licenses to the junk dealers of
In the Case Of An
Expenditures in the county are
Citizens
Oppose
Operation
of
Readv
For
the
Word
At
the
the city
part of a $28,875,000 program to be
Emergency
One dealer, Maurice Gordon of
Clark Island Granite
undertaken h(y Maine farm and
a Public Parking Lot on
T street, applied for a license to
rural home owners in the next five
The case of the steamer Horace
Quarry
Union Street
operate a junk yard on that street
years, the study revealed. An esti H Watson, reported aground on
and storage yards on Tillson
mated $2,294503,COO on similar im
A contract entered into by the provements to prevent electric serv Isle au Haut last Friday, brought
A group cf citizens, residents of
avenue and Temple street.
The ordinance states that the Union street near Park and Grace John Meehan & Sons of Clark ice will be spent in the nation dur home forcibly the immediate need
dealer shall operate at one loca street presented a petition to the Island and the Paving Cutters Un ing that time.
for rescue cutters and tugs of the
tion. only, and shall be so licensed. City Couhcil last night to prevent ion of America and United QuarryCoast Guard at the Rockland Base.
Inasmuch as Gordon’s application'
The call caused a turmoil in offi
the
operation
of
a
public
parking
man's
Union,
last
week
will
result
Penalties Defined
named three specific locations, ai
i
in
the
resumption
cf
operations
at
lot
by
Rhama
Philbrick
and
asso

cial
circles that spread to the War
discussion arose.
City Solicitor
the Clark Island quarry in the very _
.Shipping Administration, and the
Burrows interpreted the ordinance ciates near their homes. The group near
future.
City’s Traffic Navy. The Coast Guard found itdifferently than did the Council.[ petition was signed by Dr Charles
as far as paving cuttng goes, Portion Of the
nt__ seH 1° ’ne ridiculous situation of
Following the discussion, tne license I D. North and several others whose forIdle,
the war years, a small crew has
Ordinance Was Rewritten being within, 20 miles of a swp in
was tabled until such time as the homes are near the lot.
The lot in question, it was pointed been engaged In cutting specialities
distress and nothing with which to
legal angle could be settled to the
Last Night
out in the discussion, had long been from granite such as moorings,
go to their aid, but an 80 foot cable
satisfaction of the Council.
walk and well stones, fireplaces
a nan
The Council took the attitude used for a filling station and park facings, highway markers, etc
A part of the traffic ordinance of and utility boat ill fitted for the
that each junk yard should nave a ing lot and was being used for that
any c a t•
The con'ract calls for a 17 per the city was rewritten and re-ln- * re^.ue
separate license even though they purpose when certain persons who cent increase in paving block rates troduced ln City Council last night ,WaiMshlpP?^ hac?„no 2 ?,gs
were under the same ownership. signed the petition had moved into and a 20 percent increase in, day to clearly define .he penalties for ? '
h*l,’ “?•
They cited the necessity of licens the neighborhood.
busy as the proverbial bee. keening
certain
traffic
violations.
w
’
orkers
rates,
and
will
run
until
It may have been the intention
ing each taxicab even though they
It has been understood by some the destroyers at the Portland
1, 4947.
were under one firm; or one man, of the station's neighbors to pro April
that
a fine of $1 applies to the first anchorgae from going adrift in the
The paving cutters will begin
owning a chain otf stores or filling 1 test under the new zoning ordi
offense
—a $? fine for the second I ^2^ that was then n full
stations being required to license nance that theirs was a residential work in about two week,®
offense of any kind and so on.' Coast Guard had an ancient
area. Inasmuch as the zoning or
each one separately.
Chairman Moran, explained that buoy tender at Rockland, but she
dinance does not become law fcr
the first offense for any violation is was on the marine railway at Gen,Fish
Arrivals
The Girl Scout Council will meet several days, an appeal through
$1 and that a second offense for eral Seafoods
The Cowslip, anArrivals at the F. J. O'Hara the same violation is $2. Should other tender, but of recen,» vintage,
at 8 o’clock Thursday night at Com that channel is impossible at this
time. Owners and operators of ex plant over the week-end were, Iva the person's second traffic offense was ln' Portland and eight hours
munity Building.
isting non-con forming establish M„ Capt. Charles Carver, 36,300 be for another type of violation, away at the best. Another, the
Hibiscus, was in Boston and could
ments now in residential zones are pollock: 11.300 redflsh, 10,COO large thev revert to the $1 fee.
cod.
6000
mixed.
Helen
Mae.
2d
protected
and
may
continue
busi

For
example,
should
one
receive
a;not
reach the scene until late the
FOR SALE
ness. The only possible change Capt. Frank Ross, 69.000 pollock. ticket for overtime parking today,' next morning.
Building 25x15 with a 12 foot post, under the new ordinance is if the 2700 redfish. 4000 cod, 2590 mixed he would have to pay $1. Should he! At the base, one Coastguardsman.
to be moved
business is more than 50 per Jeanne D'Arc. Capt. Carl Reed. receive a second ticket tomorrow when asked what the base could
Inquire at 564 Main Street
cent destroyed by fire or the pres 68,700 pollock. 7500 redflsh, 17,800 for overtime parking, he would pay .send, pointed tforlonly to a ratner
ent owners give up the business cod and 6C90 mixed.
$2. However, should the person, re- decrepit dory on the dock and anC. E. GROTTON, Tel. 1091-W
ceive a ticket the same day for nounced “There she be "
34-35 they are now carrying on.
The license and permit ordinance or for that matter, granting one, parking in a restricted zone, or I That is the condition of Coast
was introduced, completely re be objectionable to the citizens, some other offense, he would pay Guard, Rock’and today—absolutely
written to bring all licenses and per they may appeal to the Council for only the $1 ’fee for the first offense. unable to answer a rescue call for
anything much larger than a skiff
mits under one ordinance and to hearing on it. The whole setup is
A flash back in, the motion pic I adrift.
give the city clerk authority to designed to give the citizens faster
men stationed here are not
ture booth at the Coast Guard Base The
---- ------issue licenses wdthout the necessity service on licenses and permits.
of waiting' for action of the council
Second and public hearing was called the Are department about 7 to blame: they were ready and willas in the past. Should the action given the ordinance amending the o'clock Saturday night. The opera-! ing to go. but there just wasn’t
tor was able to escape from the much of anything to go inr-anyof the clerk in refusing a license. fire limits of the city.
booth and sealed it, preventing the thing that could do any good when
spread of the fire to the wooden it got there.
building.
Rumor now has it that the rescue
-------------------------------- - ------------ I tug. Snonomish, is to be assigned
duty ln Boston when she comes out
Maine’s Finer Store
of drydock. Certainly Rockland
for Diamonds,
with no rescue ships at all should
FAIR

MAY

e

One year ago: The Maine Sher
iffs' Association met at the Thorn
dike Hotel with Sheriff Ludwick
as host—Huntley Hill Post, VF.W.,
held a memorial service for men
who had died in World War 2.—
Superior Court was in session with
Justice Fellows presiding. — Mrs.
Warren Merchant. 51, died in Cam
den.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SIT DOWN, SAD SOUL
Sit down, sad soul, and count
Tbe moments flying:
Come, tell the sweet amount
That’s lost by sighing!
How many smiles?—a score?
Then laugh, and count no more;
Por day ls dying.
Lie down, sad soul, and sleep,.
And no more measure
The flight of time, nor weep
The loss of leisure;
But here, by this lone stream.
Lie down with us. and dream
Qf starry treasure!
We dream: do thou tfhe same;
We love—forever:
'
We laugh, yet few we shame—
The gentle never.
Stay. then, till sorrow dies;
Then—hope and happy 6kles
Are thine forever!
_
~ ’^Sryao Waller Proctor.
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TWICE-A-WEEK

Pear not, little flock; for it Is your
father’s good pleasure to give you
the kingdom.—Luke 12:32

Book Review

I

“Grounds For Living,” Edited by
Van Wil Ingham and Richard B.
Farnham. The Rutgers University
Press, New Brunswick, N. J.
Now is the time for everyone who
gardens to read this and get the
best results from the plantings in
our good earth.
The great out of doors is ready
now and waiting for you to culti
vate living near the earth—And help
keep ycur health. Horticulture is
the need of the hour; so help the
world as you help your health and
strength by following this very
helpful book so full of advice and
and needed Information contained
in this succinct and comprehensive
in value to the gardener at this
period of the year.
And the home flower garden will
give added Joy to everyone who
follows the advice given in this
book.
Everyone needs a guide in his
garden work these days for the best
results, and that this book will pay
you in every way for the time you
take in, reading and following Its
advice is my opinion and belief. The
fundamentals here will benefit
greatly every reader. It is the home
dweller’s complete text book for the
care of lawns, trees and gardens.
—Kathleen S. Puller.

Vets’ Contact Office
Open Daily to Offer Help to
Any Veteran With Problem
Or Question
Contrary to the general opinion
of many that the Veterans' Admini
stration Contact Offlee at the Com
munity Building In Rockland is
open only on Mondays that organi
zation wishes to announce that its
facilities are available to the public
daily from 8 30 to 5 and on Satur
days from 8.30 to 12.30.
Persons having problems relating
to National Service Life Insurance,
training, pensions, hospitalization,,
the benefits provided by tne G. I.
Bill, and other problems, may con
tact the office for assistance.

An Interclass Meet
Stormy Weather Put a Stop
To Most of the Athletic
Events
An interclass track meet was held
on the High School premises, but
because of bad weather many of the
scheduled events did n,ot take place.
The summary:
Mile run—Won by D. Holden,
Freshman; Hayford 2d, (Boardman
3d. Time, 5 m, 35 s.
Pole vault .(to be finished later)—
McLellan Junior, and Moore, Soph
omore, tied at 9*4 feet.
Shot put—Won by McLellan;
Chatto 2d, Boardman 3d, Holden
4th. Distance. 38 feet, 2 inches.
Broad jump—Won by Chatto;
McLellan 2d, Holden 3d, Ramsdell
4th. Distance 16 feet, 9(4 inches.

Place Your Orders Early
FOR

SPRING PLOWING
latest Equipment
Satisfaction Guaranteed

WOODBURY P. FALES
TEL. 671-MK
34*35

V. B. CROCKER
Yacht Designer
Yacht Broker
Associated with
Wm. H. Millett, N. A.

Designs for All Type Pleasure
and Commercial Craft
Dealer for Rice Mfg. Co.
Lluminuin Non-sinkable Sailboats

and Aluminum Centerboard
Units
Representative for
Universal Marine Motors
[ Would Appreciate Listing Your
Boat
Tel. Rockland 257-13

Rockville, Me.

fice his own quiet existence for the
dangerous life of the underground.
TWICE-A-WEEK
In the guise of a patient, IMark is
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
committed to a mental Institution
waa established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
under the care of the Viennese
was established ln 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
psychiatrist, Ida Eichhorn, who is
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
the leader of the underground, and
Subscriptions $3 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
here Mark becomes a segment of
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
the life line that transmits infor
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Associate Editor. MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
mation to England. Phyllis Bottome
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian'
■very week-day: 9 a. m. to >.30 p m
needs no introduction, to readers,
• • • •
and they will find her new book ex
[EDITORIAL]
Kate Greenaway, born March 17, cellent entertainment.
“The present administration is plagued
1946, and (Randolph Caldecotr, born
The Bulwark, by Theodore Drei
MRS. SMITH
with lack of initiative, imagination and
March 22, il946, their first hundred
ser.
The story of Solon Barnes, a
SPEAKS
ability to get things done. It has bogged
years.
Quaker
who devoutly followed the
HER PIECE
down at the end of a blind alley because
1946 marks 'the One Hundredth tenets of his faith only to have his
of its do nothing policy.’’ That’s what
Anniversary of Kate Greenaway life shattered in the conflict with
Representative Margaret Chase Smith told the New England
and Randolph Caldecott. A book the materialism of twentieth cen
Conierence of Republican Women in Boston last week, and
let, “Century of Kate Greenaway” tury America. It is also a story of
she therein sized up a situation which tlie country is coming
by
Anne Carroll Moore, with three how h(k became reconciled t0 hJs
to recognize.
reproductions
to color, 16 in black worldly failure and thj> tragedy of
‘We cannot completely discount all the effective things
and
white,
and
a portrait of Kate h,g childrens. lives by turnJng t0
done by the Democrats while they have held control of the
Greenaway,
has
just been pub the spiritual core of his religions
federal administration,’’ she added. “We must particularly
lished for this Centennial.
and finding a renewal faith, Solon
give them credit for some of the social reforms which they
Randolph
Caldecott,
for
whom
have fostered. These changes have raised the standard of
Barnes, in his struggle with man's
Left to right in front rowr. Mrs. Florence Peck of Nobleboro and Mrs. ’he Caldecott medal is named, has j profounde't adversary is one of
living of the common man. But whatever the Democrats have
Myrtle Taylor of Tenant’s Harbor
arbor. Back row, Mrs Lily Waltz, Damari- Iillustrated wholly or in part many Dreiser.s ’
^resting characprovided on this score in the past, their program now seems to
Dreiser’s most interesting charac
scotta; Mrs. Julia. Burgess, Waldoboro and Mrs. Mary Nash of Camden
of the
distinguished American terizations. “The Bulwark'1 written
have reached a dead end street.’’ She said that the Republi
A county committee has been ap Agent work A exhibit or demon- picture books for children which in, Dreiser’s rich and complex style
cans couldn't “criticize unless we can offer something better.
pointed for Home Demonstration stration is suggested.
have been awarded the Caldecott ts his first novel in twenty years.
We can't find the solution unless we analyze the problems.”
Each community with a Farm rmedal
Week which is May 5-12. The
She said it appeared to her that there were three courses
Bureau group to have an exhibit
Burma Surgeon Returns, by Gorchairman is Mrs. Myrtle Taylor. or posters in local store windows. While March'is the peak month don g seagrave. Recent years
“open to us internationally”:
Tenants Harbor, with Mrs. Lily These exhibits would shew some for celebration in honor of these
1. Expand and strengthen ourselves so as to be powerful
Waltz, Damariscotta, Mrs. Florence phase of an Extension project or tell tWQ noted
,
m libraries "“have
7 offered no more human story
enough to be safe from attack.
Dr. Seagrave’s “Burma Sur
Peck, Nobleboro. Mrs. Julia Burgess. cf Kami? Demonstration Agents j
.
r
J
than
2. Join a bloc of nations and defy attack by any nation or
land schools will observe the Cen- geon.” the acount of his medical
Waldoboro, and Mrs. Mary Nash, worg
combination of nations.
Camden, as other members of the
New articles will appear in all penary in later months. Your mission in the Jungle wilds Rnd his
committee.
3. Extend every effort and thought behind the UN and
tiie county papers telling of out- (public library has prepared an. in experiences in the battle of Burma.
A meeting has been held, and the standing achievements of some lomake it work
committee decided that this week | cai groups and the contribution teresting exhibit of the Kate Now, in this new book, he tells *what
would be observed in Knox-Lincoln J to community life, quotations from Greenaway and Randolph Calde- bappenied to himself and his hosIt hasn’t been made quite clear why
Counties in the following ways:
I homemakers regarding Extension 'cott books.
pital unit after the retreat with
A special program at Grange;work will also be included.
| Recent books added to
WHY DID
Rev. Frederick W. Smith quit his job as
Stillwell.
Safe at last in, India,
meetings during that week on Ex
Pictures of local exhibits will also I
REV. SMITH
superintendent of the Maine Christian
shelves:
survivors
of
an epic struggle, bereft
tension and Home Demonstration appear in the papers.
j
RESIGN?
Civic League unless there is to be a marked
Sufo-IRosa, by R. Alsop. Is a book of bome and family, the doctor and
difference of salary when he takes up his
1 since. She also became its presl-jthat reads like a sPy s,ory. ,wo bjs nurses felt that it was the end
new duties as superintendent of the Maryland Anti-Saloon
young parachutists of OSS. reveal Qf &n their hard work and dreams;
dent.
In Trust
League. Many officials have traded jobs on the strength of
Mrs Zimbalist, as she is now is 'the thrilling adventures of General but they had only one rhoughti t0
that inducement and) it by no means applies solely to the
For The People
an international figure in more ,Donovan’s men and thelr desperate help drive thp Japs QUt Qf Burma
laymen. Mr. Smith has been busy, and has probably done
undercover war behind enemy lines and SQme day tQ sf>e again their
ways than her marriages She was 1
his best to reach the ideals of the Christian Civic League, but
. „ . . . , ,
,
_ ,
.Here are the secret agents who
home in'Namkham. In the story of
Knight 1st class, Order
.,
,
vigorous opposition has faced most of the projects he has
Even larger was the gift of the I decorated
.
,,
. ,
gambled with death and torture. their adventurous journey back,
Ment (Austria) and also was I
,
undertaken. Has it been through lacking support on the
Boston-born Mary Louise Curtis I of Merit
and often lost; here are the special Dr. Seagrave has written a fitting
awarded
the
Chaevalier's
Cross
of
part of civic minded citizens, or has it been because certain
Bok than that of Augustus Juil- |
missions and individual acts bf dar successor to ’Burma Surgeon” and
refunds were approached from tlie wrong angle. Whatever
hard for his musical foundation, Order of Polonia Restituta (Poland), ing that helped win military vic
one (that will be equally popular.
the case it would be interesting to see what has been ac
Mrs. Bok, who is now the wife of i But she will live in the minds and tory; the human story of the Office
complished on the right side of the ledger.
the celebrated Russian-born violin- I hearts cf the many children of the of Strategic Services; the greatest Other non-fiction books that will
1st, Efrem Zimbalist, gave her $12.- I crowded quarters end other young undercover operations in history, be popular:
This House Against This House,
There was a time when curtesy was
500,000 endowment, however, for two people who were able to achieve told after years of utmost tsecrecy.
customary especially with clerks in stores,
“THE DAY
by Sheean Vincent.
purposes, one for the support of their musical ambitions through her
Eddie Rickenbacker, by H. C. The Autobiography of William
waitresses in restaurants, and other people
IS GOING
devoted
work
ana
the
generous
use
music and musical education, the
who serve the public. Today that former
TO COME”
Adamson, is the story of his adven- Allen Whi(e by wuiliam Allen
attitude is greatly changed. It's no longer
chief beneficiary of which is the of her money.
turous life, through the develop White.
“The customer is always right.” Now it's “Take what you can
The growth and development of
Curtis Institute of Music in Phila
ment
of modern power transporta
get and like it.” The day is going to come again when goods
Second Carrot From the End. by
musical training and appreciation I
delphia.
tion;
his career as an automobile Beck .
are plentiful, when these same people will be glad to offer
courteous service. In the meantime just ordinary politeness
The other purpose was broader has been greatly advanced by music ! racer and as an Ace lin World War
Mark Twain Business Man, by S.
would help a lot. We all know goods are scarce, but a pleasant
in scope and more generalized—it schocls in settlements and public 1, and how he undertook confiden C. Webster.
i
smile and “I’m sorry’, we haven’t any” would make life
schocls
established
through
the
in'
was for "the support and promotion
tial missions into every theatre of The Anatomy of Peace, by E.
pleasanter fcr both clerk and customer.
terest
and
organized
work
cf
settle'
of the fine arts, science, scientific
combat during World War TI.
The above editorial from the Lincoln County News voices,
Reeves.
'* ment workers and heads throughresearch,
invention,
discovery
or
Washington Tapestry, by Oliver
pretty frankly to be sure, a sentiment which is too often felt
The Kenneth Roberts Reader, by
general education.’' The other of cut the country. This movement E. Clapper. As the wife of the
by many customers. Wie choose to look upon any delinquency
K. Roberts.
fcr schools of music has been bene
the two chief beneficiaries is tlie
famous newspaperman, Raymond
as a matter of indifference rather than an intent to be
God (Bless Our Aunts, by Meisenfited, too, by the Juilliard Musical
research Studio, Maitland, Fla.
Clapper, Olive Clapper was on the
inefficient, but nothing discourages a would-be customer so
helder.
Foundation. That is another and
inside of the Washington scene
much. There’s an old saying—and how true it is, that “a
Daughter of Cyrus H. K. Curtis of fascinating story, however.
Toworrow’s Trade, by Stuart
from the day she and her husband Chase
customer neglected is a customer lost.”
»
the Curtis Publishing House of Phil
I
A different kind of fund is that firs( came to the peon's capitol in
adelphia, Mary Louise Curtis mar
Woman
As
a
Force
in
History, by
is her account of those
Did ycu have a good breakfast, this
ried the editor, who spectacularly established under the name. “The 1917
M.
R.
Beard.
•
Musicians Foundation. Inc., in New 'exciting years based on hpr hus.
BEFORE WE morning? Five hundred million other
increased the circulation of the La
WASTE FOOD people didn’t. Most of them went break(Fiction
dies Home Journal, and upon his \ oi k City, by The Bohemians. New band>s personal notes and day-bySTOP TO THINK fastless. All of them are undernourished
York
Musicians
’
Club.
Its
purpose
’
day
and
her
own
acute
I Love MLss Tillie Bean, toy Ilka
retirement in 1919, published his
and hungry. More than 100,000,000 are
is
to
aid
and
assist
professional
muobservations
and
anecdotes
Chase.
earmarked for starvation. Five hundred million: that’s over
biography, "The Americanization
sicians and their families in dis
three times the number of people in our own country. Yet
of Edward W. Bok,’” winner of the
In Skinny Angel, by Thelma Panama Passage, by Olive < E.
we Americans are eating more food than ever before.
tress. Its capital assets are little
Pulitzer prize for biography and the
Jones, entertainingly relates the Ch^dsey.
From 2,000 to 2,500 calories per person per day are the
more than $156,000. But the mean
gold
medal
of
the
Academy
of
Po

various problems connected with Valley Boy, by Theodore Pratt.
minimum for safety. Legions of European city-dwellers are
ing
of
their
grants
is
more
warm1
getting less than 1,000—some Europeans, hordes of Asiatics,
litical and Social Science.
raising a family in a small Middle Her Husband’s House, by C P.
ing than would public charity be
less than 600. Why? (Because of war-devastation. Because
Stewart.
He created the American Peace to men cf the sensitiveness of the .Western community in the early
of war-displacement. Above all, because of crop-failures.
Foretatse of Glory, by Jesse
Award, offering $109,009 for the best average music lover.—'Boston Post. 1900's under the handicap of the
The Orient: It lives on rice; now its rice-crops are ruined.
Stuart.
'
minute salary provided by her
Europe: Throughout vast areas, the grain-crop will be under
plan by which 'The United States
Foxes
of
Harrow,
by Yerby.
half of what was expected; throughout North Africa, long one
father as professor of rural schools
might co-operate with ether nations
of Europe's greatest granaries, the failure is the worst in 80
in that area. The emphasis, how
Lighter Fiction
to achieve and maintain the peace
years; throughout Roumania, long Europe’s second greatest
ever,
is
on
her
mother,
the
real
Penny
Wise,
by Elizabeth Carfree.
of
the
world.
”
These
one-man
granary, there is practically no grain-crop at all.
backbone
of
the
family.
Whom
What are we Americans going to do about it? We don't
And
the
Hunter
Home, by Joan
peace preservers—such as Carnegie
have to do much. None cf us has to go hungry in order that
everyone
loved
for
her
gaiety
and
Charles,
and Bok—are needed to study his
any one of those 500,030,CCO doesn’t. All that each of us has
plump beauty. “At least when I get
Barren Heritage, by Lavinla
tory and probe the profound causes
to do is to eat a great deal more of some things than usual, a
to Heaven/’ she often said, l*I can Davis,
of wars.
little less of others: Less bread, rolls, muffins, macaroni,
spaghetti, pies, cakes, cookies, fats, oils, shortening. More
be a skinny angel.” A gay and Heart’s Home, by Peggy Dern
Edward Bok also bought more
potatoes, poultry, fish, eggs, fresh fruits, fresh vegetables.
human story, the portrait of a funDark 'Road, by Doris Disney.
than 200 acres in Florida to estab
And to waste nothing.
loving
and resourceful woman, and
lish his famous sanctuary. Mrs.
Close To My Heart, by M.
You’re having a hard time getting BUTTER for your
, a record of American life at Its Nichols.
bread? But where is the BREAD of those 500,000,000?—
Mary Louise Curtis Bok became in
Probate Notices
Bangor Daily News.
best.
1
Drury Lane's Last Case, by Ellery
terested in music in settlements be
STATE OF MAINE
The Life Line, by Phyllis Bottome Queen
fore she established her munificent LINCOLN SS
Probate Court
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
foundation. She was president of lowing
Desert Gold, by B. ’Scott.
appointment was made by the is the absorbing novel of the AusCAPTAIN WANTED FOR SUMMER
the Settlement Music School in Probate Court within and for ttie trian underground, which starts in Showdown Guns, by Chuch StanALSO
wasnduiy\uaiified as dfonow8*PP°inte* ,th« Summer of 1938. and is the ley.
•
Philadelphia from 1912 to 1926.
COOK WHO CAN DOUBLE AS MATE
6tory of Mark chalmers, an W- Killer of Sheep River,
by C.
In 1924, seven years before she wTrffn. d°efcea“^)£krt‘no1“We wish to employ from June to September, a licensed pilot
established the Foundation she April 2 1946 Willis r vinal of Warren lish schoolmaster who finds he Stoddard.
familiar with Penobscot Bay, for a 90 ft. 2 masted sailing schoo
! cannot remain aloof when, his cour- The 'Trouble Trailer,
by W C.
founded the Institute of Music, . ............... 1 E' ' HARVEYhRUtpease!
ner. To be used as a vacation cruise boat to take out parties
Register of ib-obatet age is questioned, and thus sacri- Tuttle
which has expanded under her aid
from Monday to Saturday. Age between 35 and 65. We also
April 4. 1SM6
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Mortgage Policy
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Heating system Is No Bet
ter Than It Is Engineered

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING CO.
ROCKLAND, ME..
TELS. 744, 41S
PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS
15tf

ail made the same way don’t suit the needs of every bor
rower. Our pc liev is to make the kind of loans yon want—
within the limits of financial safety.
Do we make long term loans?

Yes.

Are there any bonuses to pay? No.
Have we a flexible amortization policy?

Yes.

W here are we making loans’?

O.P.A. PRICES

Most All Parts of Knox County

The Berrower must have sufficient income to service the
loan and keep property in good condition.
Our aim is to give you the best possible loan for your finan

PAID FOB

Clean Used Cars

MILLER’S GARAGE
OE SOTO, PLYMOUTH
ROCKLAND, ME.

•s-vr

RECEIVES

Capt. Russell Belcher, who has
been an M P. in England, France
and Germany for the past three
years has arrived home to join his
wife and two sons at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Belcher in Appleton. This is the
first meeting of the senior Mr.
Belcher and son Russell in 14 years.
The son has been in the army for
15 years and has been stationed in
different parts of the south and
west. He likes it and intends to
stay until retirement. He and his
family leave for Texas around the
10th of May. He will be stationed
near El Paso.
• • * •
The new address of Sgt. Foster E
Farrell, son otf Mrs. Annie Farrell
of Owl’s Head, is Sgt. Foster E.
Farrell, 11118871. 313th Bomb Wing.
504th Group, APO. 719. care of
Postmaster San Francisco, Calif.
Sgt. Farrell would like to hear from
his friends

cial needs.

Capt. Rufus K. iPossett has been,

home on leave.
Mr. and Mrs. John Marr and
children. Edith and Jane, of Brain
tree. Mass , have been calling on
friends in, town.
Fred Swett made a day's visit in
Portland the past week.
Sleeted hymns were stowed away
along with first-aid kits, and rations
on lifeboats and rafts in the mer
chant marine of the United States
in World War IT

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP
43 5 MAIN STREET

9
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Work Pants
HERRINGBONE WEAVE
SANFORIZED
TANS AND BLUES
!
LOW
PRICE

2.69

BE
ODD FELl
SATURDJ
7•

BOYS’

SWEATERS
EXCELLENT VALUE
PULLOVER and BUTTON
SIZES

QQ.

Cards 3|
GOOD

26, 28, 39______ 7OC
ME^HH^OUNf^VfEN

Garbardine

TREE PI

Pants

FOR AD|
Pruning
Cabling

PART

6.88

WOOL

Dress Hats

Removing
Cavities

CALL Ol

GOODRIDGE

FOR MEN
STETSON
MADE-OVERS

3.44

OTHERS

AKBO|
Tel. 2120 Rcm I
Ins pec til

1.69 - 2.16
33-T-37

MITCH

ELECTRIC
OF ALL
GO ANY WIIEKI
TEL. W’ARKH

WIRINI
APPLIANCE1

BILL

OF

RIGHTS

Under the G. I. Bill of Rights, if you
enlist in the Regular Army for 3 yeors
end before October 6, 1946, you may
have 48 months of education in your
favorite college or trade or business school

subjects. You'll get good pay, your food,
clothing, quarters, medical and dental core.
You'll be entitled to a 30-day paid furlough
every yeor. A 3-year enlistment enobles you
to choose your branch of service and

tor which you con quolify after you ore

overseas theater.
This is a great opportunity for every
young man
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
who wonts a

discharged. The Government will pay your
tuition and laboratory fees and incidentals
up to $500 per ordinary school year and
will provide $65 o month living allow
ance for single men, $90 a month for
married men.

In Army Training Schools you can study
ony ot 200 skills, trades, and technical

good educa

“EDDIE ’ I
TEL. 1102-M
Write 38 Talbot

U. S. Army

DIAMI
Famous For
Fifty

U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
BURi
Funeral
THIS MESSAGE SPONSORED BY

TELS.
110-112 LIMEl
ROCKLA N1

SAVITT’S INC.

Ambulance

ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868
34-35

DANI]

tion and the
CHOOSr This
treining for /• i N t PROFtSSiO* NOW'
a successful
career. Get all the facts ot your nearest

U. S. POST OFFICE BLDG., ROCKLAND %

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ASSETS OVER M.300,000

I.

May 1- War;
ference at Coi.|
May 2—Belli,

ROUND POND
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Swett of
Everett, Mass., who .spent a week’s
vacation at their cottage here, have
returned home.
Horace Thacker of Needham.
Mass., and John McConnell of
Newtonville. Mass., were in town
over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs Vernard Carter and
family of Portland were week-end
guests of Mrs. Rose Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Byrant of
Bangor were at their home here
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. George Murphy of
Providence have been visiting rela
tives here recently.
Mrs. Maud Butler of Bos'on
oassed the week-end with her sis
ter, Mrs. Eva Masters.
?apt. and Mrs. Asbury Hanna
and granddaughter. Carolyn Cush
ing. spent a few days in Portland
recently.
Earl Munroe of Medford, Mass.,
was recent guest of his parents, Mr
and Mrs. M. E Munroe.

living allowance

BENEFITS OF THE G.

April 30—Kn)
6ocltalon meet
ln Union.

* • • ♦

IVIRY QUALIFIED YOUNG MAN WHO ENLISTS IN THE REGULAR ARMY BEFORE

1944.

•

Mortgage loans

Monthly, quarterly or yearly.

HIGHEST LEGAL

Arrived at New York Pfc Ronald
S. Turner of Washington

to go to COLLEGE, TRADE, or BUSINESS SCHOOL

OCTOBER 6,

•

Devens. Mass.

Here's your opportunity
with your tuition and

TALKO

Pvt. John Belyea who has been
visiting at his home in Washington
returned to duty last Friday at Fort

SAVINGS BONDS

Shoes made on one last won’t fit everybody.
Tour

Worked For Peace

KNOX - LINCOLN BUREAU COMMITTEE

need a first class cook who can doable as mate. Captain will be
in complete charge of boat. Good wages to right men. Give full
particulars as to your experience and also give references and
wages desired.”
J. C. WIGGINS
WHITE HOUSE FARMS, NEWTON SQUARE, PA.

TiiesUai

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 30, 1946

Tuesday-Frida}

Tflesaas-Frlfla}'

For Peace

Rodclahd Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 30,1946

TALK OF THE TOWN
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lany for the past three
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two sons at the home of
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ias been in the army for
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parts of the south and
likes it and intends to
retirement. He and his
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address of Sgt. Foster E.
n of Mrs. Annie Farrell
Head, is Sgt. Foster E.
118871, 313th Bomb Wing,
up AP.O. 719. care of
San Francisco, Calif.
1 would like to hear from

April 30—Knox County Poultry Aseocltalon meets with Jack Bootsman
ln Union.
May 1- Warren: Child Health Con
Terence at Congregational chapel.
May 2—Belfast: Annual meeting of
the Lincoln Baptist Association.
May 3—Annual meeting of Wom
ans Educational Club at Universalist
Church.
Maty 5-12—Religious Book Week.
May ©—Annual Banquet of Rockland
Junior Women’s Club at Knox Hotel,
Thomaston.
May 7—Union: “The Old Cabin Home
Minstrels" at Town Hall.
May 7—Knox County Superior Court
convenes
May &—(10 a. m.): Combined meet
ing of Lincoln County Union and 9th
District Clubs la Damariscotta
May 9—Plano Fund Ball at Com
munity Building.
May 10—Warren: Senior Class play.
“Aunt TUlle Goes to Town ”
May 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange, meets at North Haven.
May 12—Mother's Day.
May 1© Garden Club Federation
meets at Community Building
May 16—Final meeting of Baptist
Men’s League.
May 24—Community Concert, Com
munity BuUdlng with Kullman and
Paulee
May 24—Warren: High School play,
"Here Comes Hattie.”
May R5- Knox County WCTU Con
vention will meet ln the Baptist
Clmroh, Thomaston
May 30—-Memorial Day.
June 11 -Camden:
High
School
Alumni banquet.
June
13—Rockland
High
School
Commencement at the Community
Building
June 30—Camp Tanglewood opens
at Lincolnville.

OUND POND
Mrs. Warren Swett of
ass., who spent a., week’s
their cottage here, have
ime.
Thacker of Needham.
d John McConnell of
Mass. were in town
^ek-en.d.
IMrs Vernard Carter and
Portland were week-end
Wrs. Rose Carter.
Mrs. Herbert Byrant of
Ire at their home here

Offices in the Court House are
closing at 3 p. im. standard time,
instead of 4, as previously stated.
Crescent Beach Inn, widely re
ported as sold, will be reopened the
latter part of June by Its proprietor,
George Sleeper, whose -13th season
it will be. Extensive repairs are
being made.

Kirs. George Murphy of
|have been visiting relaecently.
ud Butler of Bos'on
week-end with her sis
'a Masters.

I

The directors of the Home for
Aged Women will meet Wednesday
at 2 30 at the home of Mrs. F, W.
Fuller.

d Mrs. Asbury Hanna
aughter. Carolyn Cushi few days in Portland

*

A missionary and temperance
program and a tea by tlie WCTU
will be held in the Littlefield Me
morial Church, Friday, May 10 at
2.15 p. m.

E Munroe.

auto policy pay for injuries to your/
family and self? Tel. 880, 425 Main
St. Tel. 98
30-35
Visit Clinton F Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590, City.
lOtl

ONOMY

[THES
SHOP
have been
calling

DANCE
*

*

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

DIED
Hall—At New London. Oonn. AprU 25.
Addle R.. widow of Leonard Hall.
Howard—At Thomaston, April 27.
Elizabeth E, widow of Reuben Howard
of South Hope, age 88 years, 11 months,
19 days. Funeral services today at 2
o’clock at South Hope Chapel. Burts
In East Union.
Eaton—At Rockland. April 28. Eliza
beth W Eaton, wife of Capt. Stillman
J. Eaton age 74 years, 7 months, 1 dav.
Funeral Tuesday at 1 o'clock at Russell
Funeral Home Committal prayers and
interment at Howard Hills Cemetery,
Little Deer Isle at 4 o’clock ^Tuesday.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Chtuieen Syl
vester who died four vears ago today.
I'll lend you for a little while,
A child of Mine, He said.
For you to love the while she lives
And mourn for when she's dead.
Now will you give her all your love
Nor think the labor vain.
Nor ha'e Me when I come to call
To take her home again.
And should the angels call for her
Much sooner than we’ve planned.
We ll brave the bitter grief that comes
And try to understand
•
Mother and Father
GARD OF THANKS
We want to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kind sympathy
and many floral contributions In our
recent bereavement
Mrs. Elizabeth York, Mrs. Grace
York and family.
*

Perley Carver,

Vlnalhaven.

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank my neighbors and
friends for their cards and kind ex
pressions of sympathy during my re
cent bereavement.
Mrs. Anna C. Grinnell. Mrs. Leroy
Gleason, Ethelbert Grinnell.
CARD OF THANKS
T wish to express my sincere appre
ciation to all those who remembered
me while at Knox Hospital with gifts
and cards, especially the nurses and
doctors for their care, also the Re
bekahs, St George Grange and Mis
sion Circle.
Mrs. Ada Jenkins
George.

'

•

South Warren Orange Kali

wn.

MAIN STREET
i made a day's visit in
[KLAND,
past week.ME.

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
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kits, and

BEANO
ODD FELLOWS HALL

2.69

SATURDAY NIOHT
7.45

BOYS’

HEATERS

Cards 3 for 25c

ELI.ENT VALUE
)’l K and BUTTON

GOOD PRIZES

33-35

98c
|nd YOUNG’'MEN”

trbardine

TREE PROBLEMS

Pants

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my deepest grati
tude to Dr. Dennison and Dr. Fogg,
the nurses, Fathefl Kenyon, teachers
and pupils cf the G-een Street School
and all other friends for gifts, flow
ers, fruit and cards and other kind
nesses to my little son during his re
cent illness at Knox Hospital.
(Mrs.) Ardelle R. Dow.
CARD OF THANKS
We appreciate so much the many
kindnesses received from neighbors and
friends In our bereavement, also for
the many beautiful flowers and cards
and for the use of cars.
* Mrs Thomas Monden and Family.
AN APPRECIATION
We desire to thanh the Rockland
firemen for their quick run and able
efforts In. saving our property. Also
the neighbors and o“her friends for
their hearty co-operation. It was all
greatly appreciated
Mr. and Mrs T. L. Make-.
Rockledge Inn.
35-lt

Beano G A R. Hall Friday, May 3,
7.30 p. m.
35‘lt

“For God and Country”

New Canned Goods,

l|<

WINSLOW-HOLBROOK-

pect dramatic developments In can
ned foods during 1946, many of these
products having first been packaged
for the ,armed forces, according to
WO. Stolk, vice president of the
American Can Company.
Mr. Stolk said that the approxi
mately 2.2OG/XX) cans of fcod opened
annually by residents of the county
undoubtedly will be largely increased
with the arrival of the new canned
items. It will be no trick at all, he
said for a housekeeper to put to
gether a three or four course meal
by making use of the canned foods
she should shortly find on grocery
shelves.
Among the new foods he listed
are such items as canned ham
burgers, canned bacon and salads
in cans, as well as a long list of
meats new to a can, among them
chicken stew with dumplings, beef
and gravv, pork with apple sauce
ham with raisin sauce and boned
turkey.

Associate Justice Robert B Wil
MERRITT POST, NO. 1
liamscn cf Augusta who is to pre
Limerock
St.,
Rockland*
side over the May term of Kncx
County Superior Court, has made
reseivations at the Thcmdike Hotel
Wiih Memorial Day- Close at
for the session, as has also Court
hand, we 01 tne American. Legion
Reporter Ruel Hanks.
should be planning and looking
Proprietor Nathan Berliawsky of forward to the largest turnout of
the Thordnike Hotel attended the ex-servicemen, in the history of the
convention of the New England Post. The membership drive has
Hotel Men’s Association in Boston bogged down lately. Let’s go: . 500
members by Memorial (Day? The
last week.
success of this Memorial Day rest
upon the shoulders of World War
Carl H. Kalloch, former star II Veterans.
Rockland High School golfer and a
As of April 11, the subscription
The Kiwanis Club
veteran of a long stretch of duty
with the AAF in the war and on list of The National Legionnaire
foreign duty ,is to be the new golf showed that the paid-up member
pro at the Knox Country Club. A ship in. The American Legion has Agent of F. B. I. Tells Why
former caddy at the club, he is reached 2,731,192, or a growth of
Sabotage Was Kept At
thoroughly familiar with the course 273,000 members since figures as
and will take over his duties with tabulated on March 14, less than a
Low Level
the club’s some 70 members next month ago. and a gain, of 1,260,000
over the membership of a year ago
Sunday.
A representative of the Boston
this time. The total of posts that office
of the Federal Bureau of
have been chartered reached 14,- Criminal
Willis Anderson of this city has 209.
Investigation, Special
There
have
been,
187
post
been elected corresponding secre charters issued by the national or Agent Robert Maheu, spoke before
tary of the newly formed Newman
Kiwanis Club last night.
,
for the 12 working days the
He
stated
that
the
co-operation
Club at University of Maine. An ganization
since March 28, indicating an
derson is a veteran of World War average in excess of 15 posts of the public in general with his
organization was largely responsible
II. He is a sophomore, majoring in
for that group's brilliant record in
business administration and eco chartered per day.
Weir Cook Airport, where the keeping espionage and sabotage at
nomics. His parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Willis H. Anderson, 9 Warren Aerial Round-up planes will land in' an extremely low level during the
Tnd’anapolis, Ind , on Sunday, June, war years.
street, Rockland.
2, is named for (Col. H. Weir Cook, He explained how the French
long identified with the Aeronauti
Freeman Young, Elmer C. Davis cal Commission of The American man, Costes, who had been trained
and Franklin H. Wood have been legion as its rational vice chairman by the Germans in espionage was
approved as appraisers for the Vet who lost his life in World War II used by this country in, counter
espionage activities and fed the
erans’ Administration.
in a plane crash at an island air German agents incorrect Informa
field in the Pacific, of which Col. tion, for a period of two years, after
The West Rockport Farm Bureau Ccok was the commanding officer. he had volunteered his servics to
will meet at the home of Mrs. This article is a reminder that the this country.
Henry Keller Thursday. Subject: City of Rockland has an airport
and as a suggestion whv not have
Walls and Wall Finishes.
The merchants’ committee of the
the Legion an.d the City officials Chamber of Commerce will meet
State Assessors Birkenwald and get together and name our Airport Thursday morning at 9 o’clock at
Shepard were in Rockland Friday, in honor of some World War II' the Community Building.
The
discussing city real estate values Veteran.
question of closing, or remaining
with City Assessor Richard Thomas.
cnen on holidays and half holidays
Has 10,000 Units
will be discussed anil a decision
Ten, thousand local Units of The reached.
Grange Corner
American Legion Auxiliary are now
giving active support to the work Rockland Society for the Hard of
Mrs. Ruth Wiley of North Warren, of The American Legion, Mrs.
lecturer for Knox Pomona Grange, Gwendolyn, Wiggin McDowell, Na Hearing meets Thursday at the
announces the program for Pomona, tional Secretary, has announced at Baptist vestry at 2.30
to be held Saturday with Evening national headquarters in, Indiana
Star Grange of Washington: Ad polis. The ten-thousandth Unit tion and tender of premiums as he
dress of welcome by the master of charterer 'was Gilbertson-Rude Unit was on the date his insurance
Consult your American
host Grange, Hollis Weaver or No. 526. of Peterson,, Minn., Addi lapsed.
substitute: response by Irving tional units are being chartered Legion service officer of the near
Sawyer of Thomaston, Pomona daily, the majority of them organi est office of the Veterans Admini
overseer; question for discussion, zed to serve with new posts of The stration.
A Legionnaire will win when, the
"What Can Our Grange Do to Pro
American Legion.
next
heavyweight championship
mote Highway Improvement and
A World War II Veteran who fight ts staged—for both of the con
Safety?’’ Walter A. Ayer, James
Dornan and Albert Goss, all of has permitted his national service testants belong to The American
Union. Evening Star Grange will life insurance (five-year level pre Legion Billy Conn, the challenger,
mium term) to lapse, may now re belongs to a post in Pittsburg, Penn.,
furnish three numbers.
♦ * * *,
instate such insurance if he applies and the defending champien, Joe
Penobscot View Grange meets any time before (Jan. 1, 1947, or Louis, recently took time out from
within six months alter separation training at his French Lick, Indi
Thursday night at 8 o'clock
from service, upon, payment of two ana camp, to become a member of
Softball glove and a brown and monthly premiums and upon fur the Peter Salem Post 45. of Louis
white stripe dress lost Saturday in nishing a statement that he is in as ville, Ky., composed of negro vet
neighborhood cf Camden. Phone good health on, tne date of applica- erans of the American forces.
656-W, Margaret Dorman, 28 War
ren street.
35-lt
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
G. E. MONEL metal 50-gal hot wa
ter tank for sale, practically new.
PHONE 1372-M Rockland.
35 36

A LARGE STOCK OF

Trailer For Sale

CLOTHING

SHULT 1942 NOMAD TYPE
Trailer, 2 Wheels, 2 Gas Stoves,
Oil Heating System, Electricity,
Plumbing.

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S
ON SALE NOW AT

TRAILER NEVER USED

MILK INSPECTOR NOTICE
In accordance with the Maine Re
vised Statutes. Chapter 39. Sectit.i 9,
notice is hereby given that the Munici
pal Officers of the City of Rockland
have appointed me as Inspector of
Milk.
CROSBY F. FRENCH,
April 29, 1946.
35-37

Pruning
Cabling
Removing
Cavities

GOODRIDGE & CONNELL

IEOH MEN
TN

12 Myrtle Street

APPLY

AT A VERY LOW PRICE

THE SORSA FARM
MIDDLE ROAD,
UNION
PHONE 2-14

OPEN AT 9 A. M.

36*It

35’lt

DAVIS FUNERAL HOME

GRAND OPENING DANCE

32-36

0 - 2.18

Establishment in June we are prepared to

33-T-37

MITCHELL’S

*

I

«

ELECTRIC WELDING
OF ALL KINDS
GO ANY WHERE AT ANV TIME
TEL. WARREN, ME. 61-22

32*35

OOL
F/

WIRING AND
APPLIANCE SERVICE

service

any

Rockland

calls

from

UGHTS
Lr foed,
fol care,
furlough
jles you
|ce and

DANIELS’

our

Famous For More Than

my

Fifty Years
u-tf

Ray Foley of the State Po
lice while driving a truck belonging
to Hugh Little of Rockland which he
was alleged to have taken without
the permission of Little, who is his
employer.
Found guilty, he was fined $20
and costs of $2.70 on the taking of
the truck and $100 and costs of $4.82
on the drunken driving charge.
Both fines carried an alternate of
30 days in, jail upon failure to pay.
William Robbins of Rockland
was found guilty of assault and
battery on the person of a Rock
land police officer and was fined
l>10 and costs of $2 50 or 10 days in
ail.
Officer

ON

Your Mother’s Day’s Cards Are
Now On Display.

STATE NEWS COMPANY

34-tf

Hall, Olen Cove

ever saw ... set with gorgeous
colored stones ... or maybe you’ll
think the bracelet ls even more
exciting ... Or ls it earrings she

Round and Square Dances
35-36

r£|

THURSDAY, MAY 9

FUNERAL HOME

Community Building, Rockland

Carl M. Stilphen

PROGRAM 8.00 P. M.

DANCING 9.S0 P. M.

The entire proceeds of this affair will go to the

Piano Fund which aims to procure suitable pianos

9 CLAREMONT STREET,

for use by the Rockland Concert Association. Spon

ROCKLAND, ME.

sors have already started the Piano Fund this ball is

'i

The Rexall Store

25-T-tf

GIBSON
ELECTRIC RANGES
HARDER-FREEZERS
SONORA RADIOS
WHIRL POOL WASHERS
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES
QUAKER CABINET HEATERS
GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

WAYNE DRINKWATER’S MUSIC

31-tf

Jewelers

Jewelers for over 50 years

Program and Ball

RUSSELL

...s.
M2

the loveliest pins we

ears? Choose your very special
gift at DANIELS, and give her a
thrill!

Davis Funeral Service, Rockport 2424

TILS.
1174-M
lit-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. MR.

Ambulance Service

One of

needs, lovely and shining for her

PIANO FUND

TEL. 701—702

BURPEE
Funeral Home

so are these gifts

MOTHER’S

JOE AVERY AND HIS 8-PIECE BAND
9 to 1 D.S.T.—Dancing Every Saturday Night

other is special

Canton Lafayette Auxiliary meets
Wednesday night, with supper at
6.30. Members please take prizes.

Penobscot View Grange

Hugh Benner, Rockland 901-W

24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE

L

owner’s permission.
Sunday night, he was arrested by

Tels. Thomaston 192

Lady Assistant

nearest

l

Harry R. Larrabee of Rockland,
was before Judge Dwinal in Mu
nicipal Court yesterday morning on
dual charges of driving under the
influence of intoxicating liauors and
the taking of a truck without the

35-lt

Also on the staff

*

r

Woodcock’s Music

DIAMONDS

every

1

In Municipal Court

AT

Thomaston or Rockport Homes.

"EDDIE” BARNARD
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland
3-tf

BEFORE

Mav 10. The names of the house
to house canvassers will be in Fri
day’s issue.

SATURDAY, MAY 4

of our Rockland

opening

1

They will be left in schools until

Every Wednesday Night

DAMARISCOTTA

Until the

Compieting 30 Years

Rev. Walter O. Kallenbach, Ph. Lieut. Commander John M.
D., Th. D., is to hold evangelistic Joseph USCG will relieve Lieut.
services at the First Baptist Ckurch Commander Isaac L. Hammond as
during the next two weeks. He is a commanding officer of the Coast
member of Lions International and Guard operating Base here this
is known, as the Lions Ambassador week. The change of command Is
of Goodwill He is an acitve mem classed as temporary while Com
Hammond ls to receive
ber of the Philadelphia Junior mander
temporary
duty ln, Boston.
Chamber of Commerce and an Joseph has
been commanding of
honorary member of Kiwanis, Opti ficer at the Coast
Guard Barracks,
mist, Exchange, etc. He has spoken Belfast, for the past six months and
before High Schools, Universities, was on transport duty prior to that
all over the country and is known
He is a veteran of ?0
as America's Number One Blind- assignment.
years
Coast
Guard
and held
man. He brings a message on the rank of Chief service
Warrant
Boat
“Service and the Place of Service swain prior to the war.
Clubs in th Community Today.’’ He Hammond ls completing 30 years
has defined service as “the rent I service and also was a IChief War
pay ifor the space I occupy while
rant Boatswain before the war,
I'm here.”
commanding several different life
He is widPlv known as Scholar- boat stations on the New England
Author, Musician,, and Pulpit Ora coast during his long service. He
tor throughout the Uni’ed States was assigned as Captain of the
and Canada. He was blinded at Port at Rockland In 1942 when he
the age of 22 by accidental shoot was a Lieutenant and was later as
ing, but finished a four-year course signed as Section. Coast Guard offi
in the University of Virginia in cer for the area from Pemaquid
two and one-half years, was elected Point to the Canadian border with
to Phi Beta Kappa, holds two doc- , headquarters at Rockland.
tors’ degrees and knows the entire There is a possibility that Mr.
New Testament from memory. He Hammond will retire in the near
knows how to help people, and Is future. Should this come to pass,
now a very proficient trumpeter.' the Coast Guard will loose an able
Dr. Kallenbach, in High School and and efficient officer and one to
afterwards, was much interested in whom the term "an, officer and a
athletics, including football, Base gentleman” can be applied, and
ball, basketball, hockey, and track. correctly.
Although blind, he plays golf con
sistently In, the low nineties. He Is men, using his oft-repeated motto,
adept at many sports, Including "No tin cup, but a career.”
golfing, bowling, swimming and div- j
ing. His hobby is raising rare
Private Readings. Tel. 165-W
flowers. He was made a Knight of
i
36-36
the (Rose in Portland. Oregon, and
boasts a flower garden with hun
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s,
dreds of flowers, including 435 rose second floor, 18 School street, Odd
bushes.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
During the War years, he was of Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
invaluable aid to blinded service- prices.
lott

DANCE

LAKEHURST

Tel. 2120
Rockport
Box 328
Inspection Free

OTHERS

Cancer ls today our No. l Enemy
because lt not only threatens death
to 17 000,000 of us r,ow living, but
also long suffering, broken homes,
and hardship on those we support
or care for. It strikes all of us—
men, women and children,. It
killed twice as many of us during
World War II» as were killed in
combat. And it is increasing as a
cause of death among us—from
142,613 in 1936 to 175,000 in 1946 and
't is likely to increase to more than
211,000 in, 1956. Right now cancer
is killing 478 Americans every day
—20 every hour—one every three
minutes.
Only 15% of cancer cases are be
ing saved today through early rec
ognition and treatment. But. by
more thorough and effective pre
ventive education and by more and
better facililties for treatment, an
additional 30 to 60% (50000, to
80,000 people) could be saved every
year! To save those who now die
unnecessarily, and to increase the
number who can be saved, we must
do these three things to add sub
stance to our vital hope against
cancer:
(1 Spread knowledge that cancer
is curable in its early stages
(2) Provide more and better fa
cilities for prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of cancer.
(3) Expand widely the scientific
research attack which will lead to
more effective treatment and possi
bly even the elimination of cancer.
The American Cancer Society has
developed just such a program. For
the research end of it, the National
Research Council—the same group
that organized the all-out attack on
the atom—has been retained. Last
vear the Society raised $4 000,000 to
estalish a beachhead In this attack
on cancer. This year that beach
head ln this attack must be consoli
dated and the all-out attack pressed
vigorously on the three fronts—ed
ucation. service, research.
Cancer control costs money—but
cancer costs lives! It is almost a
question of “Your money or your
life—or the life of one you love!*1’
Mrs. Nathalie Snow, who is in
charge of penny banks, will go into
the schools Wednesday, explaining
this great need, and will place the
banks there for penny collection

35-36

ARBORISTS

3.44

A Blind Evangelist

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Feeding
Bracing
Transplanting
Vistas

CALL OR WRITE

ess Hats

Cancer Drive Begins

Will Be Coming Into Knox
Stressing the Importance Of Rev. Mr. Kallenbach, Holding Com. Hammond Relieved At
County the Present Year
This Great Humanitarian
Services Here, a Man Of
Coast Guard Base By
Citizens of Knox County can ex
Many Accomplishments
Work
Com. Joseph

FOR ADVICE ON

6.88
OVERS

Stengw-Bums—At Friendship, April
17 Charles S’enger and Gladys Burns,
both of Friendship--by Rev. Henry
W. Van Dernan
Overlock'Wak-rf—At Portland, March
16. Elmer M Overlock of Thomaston
and Delphlne Walerf of Warren.—by
Rev. Harold Yates.
Adams- Whitehill — At Thomaston.
April 28, Corydon F Adams and Joyce
V Whitehill, both of Thomaston—by
Rev. H F. Leach.
Grant-Grierson—At Thcmaston.* April
6 Albert Thomas Grant. Jr., and Shir
ley Evelyn Grierson, both of Rockland
by Rev. H. F Leach.
Ames-Fogg—At Rockland April 26,
Stuart Tolman Ames, Jr., and Doris
Olive Fogg bqth of Rockland—by Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald.
Watson-Benner—At Rockland. April
26, Norman Albert Watson of Friend
ship and Barbara Edith Benner of
Rockland—by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald

St.

on

scale model of Jhe Farnsworth

Townsend Club No. 1 will meet
Thursday night at G.A.R. Hall at
730. The usual mystery box. Any
one wishing to speak or sing during
the meeting is welcome. It will be
greatly appreciated by members of
the club and helps to make the eve
ning well spent wish no regrets.

MARRIED

CARD OF THANKS
I wl?h to ext>re*s mv thanks and ap
preciation to Dr Apollonlo. Dr. Fletcher
Brown and the nurses of Knox Hospital
for their kindness to me during my
Automobile Insurance Headquar sta(y there: and to the friends and
ters, Frank A. Wheeler. Does your Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge who sent
me gifts and cards.

of Medford, Mass.,
Ioe
nest of his parents, Mr.

is K. Fossett has been,
.ve.
Mrs. John Marr and
th and Jane, of Brain,-

A

BORN

Hanley—At Rockland, April 21. to Mr. Memorial Museum and office build
and Mrs Set h M Hanley (formerly ing is now on display in the window
Geraldine Robertson), a daughter— of the Leighton Jewelry store. This
Betty Lou.
Dunton—At Paterson. N. J.. April 23. model ls correct in every respect
to Mr and Mrs. Robert Olliey Dunton. and will give one the exact picture
(Dorothy Magune), a son—John IMa- of the finished building and how lt
gune
Prior—At Medomak. April 16, to Mr. will set on the lot in relation to th#
and Mrs. Kenneth S Prior a son— streets and existing buildings
Stephen Kenneth.

Page Tfiree

to augment.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HOME AND FARM EQUIPMENT

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
As Fast As Equipment Is Available, We’ll Fill Orders According To Date of Order
Headquarters For International Harvester Farm Equipment

TRI COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.

TICKETS 75c TAX INCL
NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK IS MAY S-U

33-35

116 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

19-tf

Page Four

WALDOBORO

WARREN

Helen Carroll and Eini Riutta, are
credited with all As
Mrs. Emma Norwood returned
home Friday from Beverly, Mass.,
where she had been guest a few days
at the home of Mrs. Nellie Ludden
and Mr. and Mrs. George Barron.

BIBLE QUESTIOnS

“ties

Tuesday-Frida?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 30, 1946
PLEASANT POINT

UNION

Mrs. Bertha Orne and daughter
USE
Joan accompanied F. L S. Morse to
ZS x’s z**
ADS
Augusta Friday, on a business trip.
■ANSW-CR-CD BY THC
AT
J*iNA
L.
STARR-h/
i
’
l
1
Mrs.
Philip
York
and
children
of
I
MRS CHARLOTTE HA WHS
OUR
MRS IBABBL LABE
VOICE/PROPHECY
Correspondent
Massachusetts, and Mrs. Grace!
Correspondent
Correspondent
INTERNATIONAL BIBLE BROAOCASTER
York of Spruce Head were recent
ft ft ft ft
Lincoln Baptist Program
callerfe on Mrs. Homer Marshall |
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
Tel 4fi
Telephone 2-21
Theme of the annual meetings of
Telephone 78
Mrs Madleine Stimpson and son,
Question—Where did the devil
, the Lincoln Baptist Association and
Roland, Cpl., and Mrs. Thomas j
for Selling-Buying-Renting-Servicei
come
from?
The
first
Summer
Child
Health
Women
s
Missionary
Society,
which
Miss Dorothy Mossier of Au- Young and son. spent Saturday in;
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest have
Answer
—
He
came
from
heaven
Conference,
for
infant
and
prewill
be
held
Thursday,
at
the
First!
bought the Nicholson house on Main
gusta, a teacher at Cony High, was' ^orIanc^ ancl Lewiston
school children, under auspices of Baptist Church, in Belfast will be Jesus said: “I beheld Satan at week-end guest of Superintendent | Mr and Mrs. Roland Gray of :
street and will soon occupy it
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
lightning fall from heaven.” Luke and Mrs Frederick Mossier
State Bureau of Health, will be
„
North Dakota were recent callers
Capt. and Mrs John B. Nichol the
held
May
1,
at
the
Congregational
Church
of
Jesus
Christ
Faces
10:18. (See also Revelation 12:9.)
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
son of Haverhill, Mass., were in
Mrs. Irving Rich is visiting her
the home of Mr. and Mrs Homer
chapel, at 130 Children will re- a Needy World.” Pastor of the host!
Q.—| have been told that a day sister, Mrs. Harry Mills of Lowell, |Marshal*.
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
town the past week
a medical examination, and (church is (Rev. W 3. Stackhouse, i stands for a year in the Bible. That Mass
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
I Mrs. Fannie Davis and son PlTlip,
Miss Cora Young who was guest ceive
imunization
will
be
offered
against
'
formerly
o
f
this
town.
isn
’
t
so,
is
it?
■mail words to a line.
of Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Wesson, has whooping ccugh, diphtheria, and
Miss Madolyn Hawes and friend j*™1 ^rs Florence Sevon. spent
A.—Only
in symbolic prophecy, .Miss Pauline Gilson of Portland. Thursdaj in Augusta.
Mrs
Wyllie,
the
clerk,
announces
|
returned to Houlton.
,
,
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
smallpox, for a small fee Mrs. Ada
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was a McConnell, field nurse, will be as- tlns program, which opens at 10
, b^a8t„8„jrTLrr_8e_nt_ ? °2! i both attending the University of Mr. and Mrs Walter Young and
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courier(Daniel 7), and waters represent
Portland visitor Thursday.
slsted by members of the local o'clock, with a' worship period, over multitudes of people (Revelation Maine, were week-end guests of Mr.'family have returned to Thomaston t Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Mrs. Samuel Chapman has re Health Council.
| after spending a week at their
which Rev. Gerald Beaven of Lib- 17:15), also in the seventy weeks and Mrs. Herbert Hawes.
turned from Miles Memorial Hos
Mrs.
Mary
Kennedy
and
son.
Roy,
[home here,
Donald D. Overlock, only son of jcrty, will preside:
pital
of Daniel 9, do days stand for years who visited relatives here this Robert Ames has received disFOR SALE
LOST AND FOUND
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cleveland
Overlock
of
I
Af
10
20.
welcome
by
Rev.
W.
S.
A family reunion was held over
(See also Numbers 14:34; Ezekiel month. have left for their home ih charge from the Navy
Pleasantville,
receiftly
inducted
into
Stackhouse:
response
by
moderator:
the week-end at the home of Avery the Army, is receiving basic training i welcome to new pastors; 10 30, 4:6.)
Los Angeles, Calif.
I A miscellaneous
shower was NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss
1936 TON and one half Chevrolet
Sidelineer’s parents. Present, Mr
Q.—What about men like Abra
35 It
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Robinson
of
given
by
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alfred
Orne
ot
deposit book number 3826 and the truck for sale. TEL 518-R
at
Camp
Polk,
La.
bus
ness
session,
offering,
special
and Mrs. Edward Kennedy and
ham
who
lived
before
Christ
’
s
day
Peabody. Mass , who were on their j at their home Friday night ln hon-.
“*£ *tk“
SIX Hampshire shouts for sale, one
Eugene Kenniston, son of Mr. and I
reading of church le’ters;
sons of Auburn. Mr. and Mrs Rob
wedding trip through Maine and or of Mr and Mrs. Howard Orne the statP law KNOx county trust white Chester boar. 150 ibs., four pure
sermon. The Modern Thai and never heard the gospel?
ert Moulton, and sons of Portland, Mrs. Howard Kenniston of Rock-P
bred Hereford bulls, nearly one year
A.—But Abraham had gospel New Hampshire, were dinner gues’s of Saco, who were recently married J co, Union Branch by lendon Jark- old.
t0 » Teaching Ministry," by
B R SIDELINGER. Washing on
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Sidelinger and land, has been guest of Mr. and
Tuesday
at
the
home
of
Mr
and
in
Arizona.
Two
original
poems
1:2^
Treas..
Rockiand.
Me
preaching.
Galatians
3:8:
“
And
the
35*36
daughter of Sou*h Dakato Mr. and Mrs Harold Drewett. while his, v H. W. Flagg of Thomaston;
worship period, bv Rev. Lee A. Scripture, foreseeing that God Mrs. Earl Butler. Mr. Robinson was were read by Mrs. Gladys Davis,
DRY hardwood edgings for sale,
Mr.s. Herbert Sidelinger and son of mother was visiting relatives in 1
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A CAR FOR EVERY NEED.
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home of Mr. and Mrs Clement
Verow in Brewer, Mrs. Smith gave
a stork shower party to Mrs Verow.
who received many dainty gifts
from relatives and friends. Re
freshments were served.
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turned from Whitinsville, Mass.
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Tae man who did
a great job for his country—
16,000 Maine veteran* want
jobs. Not stop-gap jobs. Jobs
with a future.
These 16,000 men and women
who have returned from their
country’s service are the pick ot
Maine’s youth the finest em
ployment prospects ever avail
able to Maine employers.

Look at the figures if you ques
tion this statement. AH over the
country, veterans are averaging
higher marks at school and col
lege than non-veteran groups.
Gn the job, they’re averaging

lower turnover, less absenteeism,
better working habits.
They have learned how to
learn fast. Linder new speed-up
teaching techniques in the armed
services, they mastered complex
jobs in S' to % the time formerly
necessary in civilian training.
They can accept responsibility.
1 hey’re used to it— trained to it,
playing for the highest of all
stakes. Disciplined, eager, de
pendable, they're anxious to get
in there -get going—make up

for lost time.
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—can do a great job for you!
If you, as a Maine employer,
have a job for a veteran -don’t
wait for him to find vou. Find
him! Check your requirements
with the U. S. Employment Serv
ice, and with your local Veterans
Service Committee. They may
have the very man you’re looking
for on their lists.
Don’t demand that the veteran
you hire must have thorough ex
perience. In many types of work,
the Veterans Administration will
pay subsistence to your veteranemployee while you train him on
the job.
If you’re looking forward to

the future

if you want able and

ambitious employees to help you
get sour share of tomorrow’s ex
panded demand fbr goods and
services —the time to nice a vet*
eran is nou

MAINE COUNCIL OF

State House, Augusta
—« volunteer group initiated by tbe Governor and
made up of interrated citiaeoa and veterans, dedi
cated to the promotion and coordination of activi
ties for the best interests of Maine Veterans.

l. Me. Tel. 5.
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A PAIR OF VETERAN WARDENS

Bowling Season At Cascade
Alleys Closes With Skippers “Arch”
Taking Last Game

-e—e-e-n-

Smalley

Retires

After

33

Years’

Service-His Nephew On the Job 26 Years

Winding up the season for bowl
ing with one of the best matches of
the year, the'Skippers won. over the
groggy Ganders by only six pins,
with the outcome in doubt until the
score-keepers had sharpened their
pencils and made a final account
ing.
With everybody on hand when
the bell rang to start it was de
cide^ that the subs should get a
chance in the last game of the sea
son so six men we put on a side in
stead of the usual five The Skip
pers got the jump again and took
the first string by 23 pins and lt was
a good thing for them that they
did for the second string was a tie
and the Ganders won the third bv
17 pins, leaving the scanty margin
of six for the Skppers to crow over.
No hgh strings were in evi
dence. Poole being head man with
his 206 for total and 104 for single,
the Goose trailing him by 20 ,'oins.
Link Sanborn took some satisfac
tion in trimming “Pete’- (Peterson
five pins while Cap’n Grimes re
trieved some fame and fortune hv
beating his onponent
Frankie
Adams by 15. Der Cap’s finances
are so involved and complicated
what with side bets, collections for
this and for that and expenditures
for the other, that Ho one can esti
mate correctly the total profit or
loss for the current season. Ac
cording to the latest report by Der
Cap he is still “in the red.”
The close of the season finds the
Skipmen having won 15 of the 23
matches with a total of 63 points
to the Ganders 45. Tndiv'dual
averages are vet to be figured but
it Is'a safe bet Poole wil'. be at 'he
top, with the Goose, Peterson and
Sanborn probably trailing in that
order.
Some of the boys were a bit
piqued with (Der Cap because he did
not wind the season *up in a blaze
of good food but the bowler
grapevine has it that Der Can isn’t
telling all he knows, and he knows
where there are some dandy dande
lion greens, so if he can scare up a
half a pound of salt pork the bowl
ers may yet put their feet under the
table and something under their
belts, some time before next Fall.
Skippers—Young 235. Adams 246.
Peterson 266. Mitchell 263. Ander
son 256. Poole 296: total, 1556.
Ganders—MacDonald 239. Grimes
255. Sanborn 271. Bickford 246.
Shields 263. Goose 276: total. 1550.
Scorers, the Mills Brothers.
rThe close of another bowing
season at Vinalhaven finds us again
indebted to “Viv” Drew for the!l■
unique news renort which he has
given of the Winter’s sport
A
humorist in his own right. Mr. Drew
has a faculty of turning a commomplace story into one which has
won many readers here on the
mainland because of it.
May his
shadow and his strings never
grow less—Ed.1

NORTH HAVEN

WEST ROCKPORT

Miss EUnor Brown is home from
J Dedham, Mass., for the school va
cation.
Mrs. Clifford Parsons and Mrs
Paul Start have returned from a
tvisit with Mrs Parsons' sister. Mrs.
I Leroy Pierce, in Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Leon Beattie of Kittery, is
(Visiting at the home of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Wooster.
Miss Clara Waterman of Marble
head. Mass., was guest of her pa
rents. Mr and Mrs. C. E Waterman,
last week.
I Dr. Paul Dieffenoacher of CaliI fornia. formerly a resident physiician of this place was week-end
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Young. Dr. Dieffenbach is on his
return trip from China and Japan
J The schooner Alice Wentworth is
loading pulp wood, the first cargo to
be shipped from here this Spring.
Parker and Leon Crockett and
families came Sunday from Buxton,
caled by the illness of their
mother. Mrs. Pierce Crockett.
Miss Alice Brown went recently to
Stafford Springs, Conn , to visit her
sister. Mrs. Theodore Beverage.
| Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills have
' moved home from Rockland, where
they resided for several years.

.Mrs David Hamalainen is a pa
tient at Camden Community Hos
pital.
Tuesday Club met this week with
Mrs. Louise Orbeton
Committal services for Goldie
Collins, wife of Fred Collins. Sr., of
Portland, formerly af this village,
were held Tuesday at the local
cemetery’ Rev .J .Charles MacDoh.
aid officiated.
There was a near capacity con
gregation at the morning services
Easter Sunday in the local church.
Pvt Robert C. Heald was home on
a week-end pass from Fort Devens.
Mass. He accompanied Pvt. James
Whitney, both boys having en
listed in the Army Air Corps last
week.
Mrs. Keith Crockett, son Keith
and daughter Amy of Bath are
visiting her sister, Mrs. Vernon
Packard and other members of the
Packard family at the Robert Nutt
homestead Mr. Nutt is expected to
arrive soon from Florida.
Donald Hamalainen is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Hamalainen, Sr..
Mt. Pleasant
street. This is his first visit home
in ten, years, the greater part of
which time he has been in the
Merchant Marine, sailing from the

Holy Week And Faster

A Maundy Thursday communion West Coast.
service was held in the church The
order of ritual consisted of a can
SOUTH HOPE
dle—light dramatization of the
The
Sunday
School of the Advent
events leading up to our Lord's en Church presented
an Easter protryOninto
the Garden.
Good
Friday a meeting was fo^Sg^aymornlng consl5tlng of
P'ure. prayers and reclheld to commemorate the Crucin
were:
fixion of Christ A sermon on the X HazeThose
X participating
T.mTOF min
Seventh Word from ,he Cros., was
delivered by the pas,or.

A solemn. Yat(aw

Akin

period was .he extinguishing ot the R,, l okl, "t""'
Chris, candle The choir ably as- SS ' PeggT “ aS<'“‘ Annette
Bernlece
sisted with appropriate music.
.. Ksy 4»uey,
The iSsteT Sunday services Merrifield Rita Baird; Peter Hart,
started with a program taken from
the liturgical order of services. O JJarion
Watcome let us worship.” The joyous JJereifielri
\
ro’e was sounded in the relighting R ... _ ‘
atmough. Faith
Hailey, Grace Pushaw. Dick Brown,
of the Christ candle.
The
1 At the regular worship service a Joan Brown, Bebe Brown
large congregation assembled. The anJe t s. ecorated with flowers
pastor preached on the subject., and potted plants
“Practical lessons from the resur- Mr. and Mrs. Leland Martz
rection which we can apply to ‘Frances Sweet) recently held a
daily living.’’ Tlte choir gave in- wedding party at their home, presspiring music. Flowers were placed ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Forest Unin the church in memory of Charles scott and daughters. Marion and
Baird, Hugh Parsons, Arthur Cal- Ruby. Mr and Mr.s. Ray Carleton
derwood and Harold Morrison. Mrs. and son of South Union. Mr. and
Etta Noyes, Mrs Elizabeth Green- Mrs Holman Robbins and daughter
law. Hiram Stone. Owen Lermond Mrs. Blanche Robbins of Union. Mr
and George and Mrs Merrill Drinkwater of
Frank Calderwood
Merrifield.
The man with the axe is “Arch” Smalley of Tenant’s Harbor who has Quinn.
drama Camden.
Meservev Ber*ha
chariot
'vrnrrl«-,i Richard
j t
served as Sea and Shore Fisheries warden the past 34 years. At hLs right I In the even.ng a sacred drama
Charles 'Merrifleld Lawis his nephew. Bernard K. Smalley, who is no stranger in the department was preseted in eight•_scenes r p
Ma(Ho ‘
___ ’
r
US JT“y,or’
seting the trial, betrayal, death and Hattie Farmer and son Charles,
as he has s-erved 2(> years—Photo by Sid Cullen.
resurrection of Christ. The last Mrs.Annie Creamer and daughter,
Seated in his cosy living room, of his retirement it had been con- scene was a beautiful pantomime of Shirley. Dancing was enjoyed Mr.
the Old Rugged Cross with Mrs. and Mrs. Martz received many nice
which overlooks the port of Tenant’s densed to the territory between Austin Joy as soloist. The part of gifts.
Clark Island and Georges River. Judas was ably performed by Al--------------- —
Harbor, Archelaus Jarvis Smalley
His long service was interrupted by mon Ames. Others taking part in
WEST WALDOBORO
heaves a sigh of real regret as he
only one spell of sickness.
^corrffine Mills Herand Mr.s. Perley Miller and
realizes that his active days as su
At the outset he was confronted
curtis Dick Daniel daughter of Worcester. Mass., have
pervisor of Maine’s fish wardens are by a body of hostile fishermen, who 'penffiefon Richard Crockett, Rev. £*tnon’uests of Mr- and Mrsover.
were selling 9-inch lobsters to out J. C. Rice. .
of
Mrs Irven Simpson was decorator Dewey and Teddy Chase
The faithful 84-year-old official of State buyers and cullings by the
Chamberlain,
visited
Tuesday
with
has been placed on the retired list wholesale to whoever would buy. At for the Easter service.
their grandmother. Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach.
by the Sea and Shore Fisheries De that time the wardens had no juris
DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs Edward McGrath
matinicus
partment, but his heart is still with diction outside of the three-mile
E. Winchenbach has returned and daughter. Sara, spent several
rivedi Wednesday and will make the work which he lias been so ably
O.
Dandelion greens are plentiful.
limit, but at the present time il heme after passing the Wintc with days in. Boston, recently.
Chaney Ripley was in Rockland their home here.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach vtsitea
conducting
the
past
33
years,
and
licit
buyers would forfeit their $5006 Mi. and Mrs. Herbert OH<s in Cam
on business over the week-end.
Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs Wallace
PETITION
FOR
WHARF
LICENSE
den.
nobody
is
more
regretful
over
losing
bond
if
they
failed
to
come
inside
I Carrie Ripley has been on the
Watts
in
Tenant’s Harbor.
Harland Rawley respectfully petitions
Mrs.
Nora
Gross,
Mrs.
Astor
Mil

mainland the past week.
for license to build and maintain a his services than the new head of the three-mile limit when ordered ler and Mrs. Della .B’fcck have em
Mrs.
Madelene
Crane spent last
The children presented a fine wharf from land owned or controlled that department Richard E. Reed. to do so.
ployment
with
the
Medomak week-end in Boston
Easter program Sunday night, under by htm. the location and plans for said
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey WinchenHe is conscious cf having lost a val
Today the fishermen are friendly Canning Co., at Winslow’s Mills.
the direction of the teacher. Miss proposed wharf being as follow •
Beginning at htghwater mark on land
Miss
Marjorie
Benner
of
Randolph
bach
were
Port Clyde
visitors,
uable
cog
in
his
machinery,
and
Mr.
and co-operative and the wardens
Snow.
known as the Railway Lot and ex
Victor Ames of Vinalhaven was tending 150 feet ln a Southerly direc Smalley’’s associates share that find their work much more harmo was week-end guest at the home ot Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Creamer
tion ten feet wide with a T on the
, recent guest of relatives here.
sentiment to the letter.
nious.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner of and son of Portland passed the
I Fred Ames and Bert Ripley went end 30 feet by 15 feet.
NOTICE OF HEARING
The veteran warden was born in
Formerly a lobster to be legally South Waldoboro were guests Sun week-end with his mother, Mrs.
j to Rockland and Belfast on business
Notice Is hereby given that the se
St.
George,
April
2,
1863.
and
bears
taken
must be IOV2 inches in length. day of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute and Henrietta Creamer.
the past week
lectmen will meet at the Town Office
Miss Ruth Waltz spent several
Mrs. L. J Miller was dinner guest on Friday. May 3. 1946. at 8 p. m.. that the name which wa.s his fathers, Under the law adopted four years Thcmas Creamer.
Mrs. Almeda Winchenbach of days recently with Miss Audrey
all persons Interested may attend and
Wednesday cf Lizzie Philbrook.
show cause, lf any. why said petition with the title of Junior added. His ago and under tlie changed style Waldoboro
passed several days Maddocks in Boothbay Harbor.
Ralph Philbrook went Saturday .should
not be granted.
Mr. and Mrs William Fitzgerald
mother
was
Hanna
li
Elwell
recently
at
her
home here.
of
measurement
the
range
is
3',«
to Rockland.
HOWARD I, MONAGHAN.
of
Tennessee have been, guests of
Mrs.
Albert
Boyd
spent
a
week
|
Hilda Ames has been ill with the
But his full name was too long inches on the short end and 5 inches
HAROLD M DOWLING.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
recently
witli
friends
in
Boston.
MAURICE E. SIMMONS.
grippe.
Selectmen of St. George. Me. for everyday use, and since he was on the long pud.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen Fitzgerald.
C. A E long Is ill at the home
A true copy:
knee
high
to
a
grasshopper
Mr.
Mr and Mrs. William Thorne of
Seed lobsters are liberated after baugh of South Waldoboro spent
of his son in Norwalk, Conn
MABELLE F ROSE.
Warren
were callers Monday on
last
Friday
evening
with
O.
E.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames ar35 It
Town Clerk. St. George, Me. Smalley has gone by the name of a V has been cut in the tail.
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
Winchenbach.
“Arch.”
Mr Smalley nodded an enthusias
Mrs Alden Waltz of Gross Neck
Mrs. W. |K. Winchenbach called
He gained his book learning in tic assent when asked abcut the recently
on Mr. and Mrs. Linwood visited Mrs. Fannie Waltz recently.
Roger Grindle of Rockland spent
the St. George schools, and supple- work of the rearing station at Castner at Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. James Vanderpool the past week with his grand
I mented it with a course in book Boothbay Harbor. “They're doing a
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
keeping at the Rockland Commer fine job.” he said. About a million and son, Peter of Dedham, Mass.. Wincapaw.
are at their Summer home here for
cial College.
fourth-stage lobsters are being lib- a shoTt stay.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazetta
He began his career as a school prated each year and work will
•3.00 a year
Read
The
Courier-Gazette
teacher, but four years of it at some day begin on the new rearing
Wheeler’s Bay convinced him that station at Lamoine.—'By F. A.
he had not found his vocation and Winslow.
he learned the painter's trade
working for Jefferson Wheeler. La
HEW! TIMELYI BEAUTIFUL! — Profusely illustrated with 68 natural
MATINICUS
color photographs of native Wild Flowers. Write for your copy of
ter he went into the painting busi
Mrs. Sarah Jellison of Freeport..
♦his beautiful and colorful booklet today. Send 10c (stamps or
ness on his own hook, and fcr 25 Mrs. Fred Snow and daughter
coin) for each copy or $1.00 per dozen to Salada Tea Co.. Box 44,
years adorned houses, boats or Carolyn of Rockland, have been
155 Berkeley Street. Boston 16, Mass.
pupsts of Miss Freda Snow for a few
whatever needed tiie application day,s.
of a paint brush.
Clayton Yeung. Sherwin Philbrook
In spite of his busy days he and Everett Philbrook went Wed
'somehow found an opportunity to nesday to Rcckland.
Mrs. Margaret Ford was recent
mix taxidermy into lt, picking up
guest
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
that art by himself and later with
Dalton Raynes.
Fred Raekliffe. who was a profes
Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Anns have
“5 Wr"
sional.
been in Rockland for a week, while
i Time to make another change he was having work done on his
quoth the teacher-painter-taxider boat. Ronnie Ames has been stay
ing with his grandparents. Mr. and
mist. when the quarter century was Mrs. Weston Ames.
tm and he joined the Sea and
Mr and Mrs Vernon Philbrook,
Shore Fisheries staff as warden, un George and Flora Philbrook went
der Commissioner Woodbury of to Rockland Thursday and attended
the wedding Easter Sunday of
Portland. Succeeding wardens real Everett Philbrook and Miss Jane
They supply Calcium for
ized the value of his services and Buker in Harpswell
Patsy and Verna Philbrook have
he continued on the staff under
sound egg shells; also
been
staying with their aunt. Mrs.
Wardens William E. Brennan, Harry
Jennie Philbrook.
L. Sanborn. Horatio D. Crie. Rodney
help grind the feed
Carl Young has been home for a
E. Feyler. Arthur Greenleaf and his few days.
Thomas Young was home last
Lime Crest Galcite Crystals are fed like grit valedictory was written shortly
and do the grinding job of grit. And, as they after the advent of Commissioner week. Tech. Sgt. Henry Young and
Mrs. Young of Cherry Pt. S. C , were
grind they slowly dissolve and release a steady Reed when he was placed on the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clement
flow of calcium for building sound egg shells retired list
Hill, recently. The young couple
Handicapped by a shooting acci were married April 12 In Syracuse,
and meeting all other needs for this essential
Enjoy your favorite sport et its beat...
Y.
dent which befell him at the age of N. Mr.
mineral element.
and Mrs. Harold Bunker have
delight ia leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
14. costing him one of his arms. been In Rockland on business.
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
BUY LIME CREST CALCITE CRYSTALS FROM
Gilbert Hall of Searsmont spent
Arch Smallev went about his work

SAI ADA

conTel.

33 35
•r sale, fifteen
ner of Rankin
ity Road
TEL
______ 35*36

Finis” Is Written

Wild Flower Booklet

cottage for sale

IN MEEHAN
21 13 ot A.

APPLETON MILLS
Mrs. Hazel Perry and family have
moved to Belfast. Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Morang
are occupying
their former residence
Mrs. Elizabeth Lconey. of Boston,
was in town last Tuesday, to attend
the funeral of her aunt. Mrs. Della
Gushee. Others from out-of-town
attending were Mr.s. Mae Gushee.
Mrs Irene Moran. Albert and Hen
ry Marsh, of IRockland, Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Page, of Brownville,
Mr. and Mrs James Emery, ot
Pawtucket, R. I., and Mrs. Ralph
Bennett, of Camden, and Richard
Gushee. of South Attleboro. Mass.
John Jackson has’ bought the Ad
die Hawkes pro, erty.
Richard Gushee, of South Attle
boro, Mass, visited recently his pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs Joseph Gushee,
accompanied by wife and child, who
had just arrived from England
Mrs. Carolyn Page and Mrs.
Olive Emery were recent dinner
guests at Joseph Gushees.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Snerman ana
family are visiting his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Albert 6'ierman

Betty Dearborn of Meriden,
Kervin Rogers is doing the car
arrived Saturday to pass the penter work on William Wellman's
vacation as guest of her new house at the village.
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
E'.mo Anderson is painting the
Charles Webster.
Adams house
Mrs. Julia Johnson ts visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Adams and Mr.
sister. Mrs. William Whitney, in and Mrs. George M:Lain visited
their cousin Lindley Hilton in Oak
Rockport.
At the close of the meeting of land Thursday.
Edwin Ryan is working for Wal
^Marguerite Chapter, O.ES.. May 6.
ter
Mitten in Augusta.
•’there will be a Penny Sale. Mem
Elwood Cooper has been dis
ber., will take articels to sell.
Ladies of the G.A.R. will meet charged from the Navy and has re
to his home in Searsmont.
Friday. Supper will be served at turned
He
was
last stationed at Port
5.30. Members are requested to Hueneme, Calif.,
Mrs. Cooper
take a box lunch, also a Maybasket spent the Winterwhere
with
him.
and some article for the white ele
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Colby of Kit
phant table
Housekeepers are:
tery were recent visitors at the
Lodie Hassen. Lora Hardison, Bess home
of his mother Mrs. Gertrude
Ames and Blanche Swears.
Skinner.
Charles Simmons of
Union Church Circle will meet Union is also a visitor at the Skin
Thursday for the annual business ner home.
Susan Adella Gushee
meeting. Supper will be at 5.30.
Mrs. Burton A. Eastman is in
Susan Adella Gushee, widow oi
Mis. Allie Lane returned Satur- Portsmouth, N. H.. with her daugh Albert Crane Gushee. died at her
h iy from Falmouth Foreside where ter Mrs. Paul Nickerson.
home Sunday morning, having been
she passed the Winter with her
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Davis have in failing health for some time.
,ter Mrs. Bert Smith. Enroute as guests their niece, Mrs. Evelyn
She was born in Appleton, Aug
she visited her cousin, Miss Marga Richards and Mr. Richards of Cam 25. 1861, daughter of Thomas A. and
den
ret Simmons, in Rockland.
Lucy Ann Hilt Gushee. She had
Miss Alberta Thurlow and Miss three brothers: George W., Thomas
Mi and Mrs Walter Bristow have
^returned from Boston, where they Poland of Mechanics Falls were J., and IDaniel A.
*’pa> ed the Winter. They are now callers Sunday at the IDavis home.
She taught school, prior to her
marriage in April, 1881. Seven
at their home on Lane’s Island.
GLEN COVE
children were born to them, five of
Class parts for the High School
commencement, have been an
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Barrows whom surive: Mrs. Leroy Page, of
nounced by Principal Franklin and daughter Linda have moved to Brownville; Mrs. James Emery, ot
Pawtucket. R. I ; Mrs. iRalph BenAdams. The coveted honor of being their home here from Camden.
of Camden; and Joseph and
valedictorian goes this year to Pris
Mrs. Cora Hall of Camden is jnett,
Almond, of Apple’on.
There are
cilla Whittington, while the salu- housekeeper at Charles Studleys.
also
six
grandchildren
and four
tatorian will be Dorothy Kelwick.
Mrs. James Moore returned
Other honor parts were awarded , Thursday from Portland where she great -grandchildren.
She was active for a great many
thus: Prophecy. Joyce Robinson: had been visiting her parents, Mr.
years in. Golden Rod Rebekah
will Kenneth Hopkins; gifts, Edythe and Mrs. Almon Libby.
Lodge, of which she was a Past
Hall.
Mrs. Mabel Cross of Rockland has Noble Grand. She also served as
Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins and sons bought, land on Oak street from
District Deputy President of Dis
Paul and Larry, who have been Bert Gregory.
trict 15. She was a member of Knox
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Grant cf Old Town has
I, W. Sanborn, returned Monday been making refrigerator repairs and Lincoln Past Noble Grands
Association, the Rebekah Assemblv
to Worcester, Mass.
at the Post Office.
of Maine, and the WC.T.U. and
Miss Greta Skccg has returned
James Sullivan is making good Georges Valley Grange of this
from a visit with relatives in recovery following surgery at Knox town. During World War I she
Bangor.
Hospital.
| was at the head of the Red Cross
Mrs. Frank Thomas entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll of work in Appleton.
friends at two tables of bridge Fri Auburn were guests Wednesday of j Always a good neighbor, her hos
day afternoon at her home, with ' Mr. and Mrs. E B. Hall.
pitality was boundless. An in
Miss Edith Grimes as honor guest.
Mr. and Mrs Carl Eaton have defatigable worker in her younger
First prize was awarded Helen Car moved to Butte, Ment.
, days, failing health curtailed her
lon and second to Madeline Smith.
Mrs. Laura Fortin has bought activities in the community and her
Luncheon was served.
land adjoining her cabins, from later years were devoted to her
Mrs. Edith Quinn returned Sat Mrs. R. W. Studley.
| garden, and to her button collec
urday from Rockland.
tion, which she started after her
Mrs Charles Norton and Miss
180th
birthday Her life was spent
INVEST IN
Olga Wahlman visited Saturday in
in the town where she was born,
Rc; kland.
except for visits to her daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Barter re
The funeral services were con
turned from Rockland Saturday.
ducted bv Rev. Mr. Nutter, at the
Mrs. Linnie Smith returned Mon
I home, with burial at Pine Grove
day from a visit with relatives in
Cemetery.
The bearers were Or
SAVINGS BONDS
mond Keene, Albert Sherman., Al
Bangor and Brewer. While at the
bert Pitman, and Maynard Brown.
The profusion of flowers testified
to her manv friends. She will be
sadly missed, especially by her
children, as the family, ties were
particularly strong
Miss
Ci :.n..
week’s
lincle

rices
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sing every Maine veteran who wants a job ts tbe
Tht problem of employe
Maine
concern of every iMut
’ue citiien.
It is the most important problem facing us today. It ts a problem that
will he solved only if we solve it together.
Every Maine employer who hires a Maine veteran ts doing himself a
centre He is having the most lasting known insurance for future
prosperity—intelligence, ability, and tbe'desire to work.

TEA

as though nothing had

Burnheimer Brothers. North Waldoboro and Winslow’s Mills, Maine
I. E. Perry, Warren, Me.
Thomaston Farmer's Union, Thomaston. Me.
F. J. Wiley. Camden. Me.

United Cooperative Farmers. Ine.. Rockland. Me.
Edmunds Grain Co- Belfast, Me.
Wiscasset Grain Company. Wiscasset, Me.
Scribner Grain Company. Brunswick. Me.

happened.
.

accompanied the past 26 years by
his nephew, Bernard R Smalley,
who is, beginning to feel something
of a veteran himself.
'Arch Smalley’s territory under

Commissioner Crie was from Owl’s
Head to Medomak but at the time .

rr *

JW—1

a ^ew days recently with Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Philbrook.

who demand the beet in appointments—servioe and cuisine.

_ __________ _

PALM BEACH HOTEL

os,
SAVINGSBOHPS

FAIM BEACH, FLORIDA
* JAMES I. FAMIEU. Mp • WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES^

Ttf&aay-Frraav
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THOMASTON

POINTS STATED BLUNTLY

Tenant’s Harbor Is Proud of It

But E. H. Philbrick Remem
bers Other Large Families
In Somerville

XX XX xx
XX XX XX XX
XX

OLADYS O CONDON
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

“UH” Is High Line

Army Criticised At W.C.T.U. Institute For Its
Fart In Liquor Situation

Andrew, Alexander, Nancy, Orilla,
Elsie, Sarah, Jane: Turner family.
Merrill, John, Dexter, Aaron, San
ford Hartson,, Levi, Fred, Susan,
Lucy. Delia. Another Turner fami
ly: Nelson, Nehemiah, Scott Evander, Willard, Charles, Joseph, Su
san. Idamay, Lelia
Those were the old timers wno
cut down the forests, cleared the
fields, built their homes and reared
large families. The Lewises were
my grandparents and had 45 grand
children
But that is outlawed
now. Lill is high line.
The old homes are crumbled and
gone but they left a monument
which will never perish—stone
walls.
E. H. Philbrick.

Rockland, April 2b
Editor of The Cour.er-Gazette;—
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bucklin cf
The recent item in The Black
A W.CT.U Institute was held outside world—to bring a word of
South Portland, are now making
Cat
which mentioned Lill Grotton
their home with Mr. Bucklin’s par Friday in the Methodist Church, cheer, write a letter or play a game
having
*1 grandchildren, interested
presenting a program of more than with them. There are 700 inmates
ents at the West End.
me.
As
that is my old home town
at Togus, mostly mental cases,
Mrs. Edith Chapman is employed usual merit.
(Somerville),
1 knew her when she
at Alexander Donaldson's store.
Rev. A G. Hempstead gave the some from World War I. Volun
teers
for
Grey
Ladies
are
needed.
was but a slip of a girl in her early
Senator and Mrs William T. spiritual message of the morning
Mrs Helen Overman of the Rcck
Smith and MLss Edna Ames, who on the theme, ‘Christian Morale.”
’teens. She has made a good con
/pent several months in Florida, He was followed by Capt. Keryn ap land High faculty, under the cap
tribution to the .people of ’hat
have returned to their home on Rice, who 'gave an instructive ac tion, ‘ Attitude of Young People to
The Taku glacier, about 15 miles
town.
day
’
'
—
presented
a
group
of
high
Main street.
from Juneau, is majestically beau
count of what the Red Cross is do school students who gave their
I am reminded of the old pioneers tiful
Mr. and Mrs. James Carney and ing in the Reconstruction Period: personal opinion on the questions.
of my neighborhood. Five families
daughter Barbara, and Vernon Bur The Red Cross while a humani Why I Do Not Drink, Why I do Not
had 50 children. The Brown’s had
ton went Saturday to New York, to tarian organization, is primarily Swear; Stopped Smoking. On Be
eight: Albert, William, Weston,
attend the wedding of Malcolm Christian Service, founded out of ing a Christian. Those taking part
Benjamin, Cynthia, Hannah, Mary,
NOW Is The Time!
Carney and Miss Anne Mudryck. pity for the suffering of soldiers m were Mr. Leighton, Billy Hodgkins.
Freelove: Dennis family, Amos. Al
time
of
war
Its
duty
ls
io
watch
Philip Spaulding, S2c, who is sta
Betty Wellman, Nancy Gregory.
ford, Hartley, Clar nda, Isadora, DRAIN WORK. NEW SEWERS.
tioned in Maryland, is spending a over the interests of soldiers, sail- j Arlene Cross, Katherine Young, and
Sarah, Louise. Laura: Lewis family,
CLOGGED SEWERS
12-day leave with his parents, Mr. ors and marines, and their families. I Harold Page of Rcckport High.
Lincoln, Edward, Franklin, Cyrus,
SEPTIC TANKS
It still has duties towards ex-. Mrs Overman quoted Principal
and Mrs. Gordon Spaulding, Brook
servicemen. There are thousands; Blaisdell on, some statist ies tregaraCESSPOOL
- WATER PIPES
lyn Heights.
supper of the Baptist Church will
veterans hospitalized and many' ing high schooi—home influence
CEMENT
WORK
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Linscott cf
be held at the church Thursday,
will be there for a long time. Nec- j
are visiting his parents, Mr and essary services must be given those j has most to do with students com
REPAIRS CELLAR WALLS
at
6.
.30.
All
members
of
the
church
Mrs. Maynard 'Linscott on High who feel themselvs forgotten. Manyi pleting their high school course; of
are urged to be present, and mem
Call—
those entering GO to 65% graduate;
street.
bers of the parish and their friends
things are needed to help in tiie about one-fourth drpp out, 3% leave
are invited.
'LL and Mrs. Dcnald Taverner, work of rehabilitation. Grey Ladies between, the Junior and senior
S. E. EATON
Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
who were at Tacoma, Wash . for arc needed visiting friends from the | years; 90', of the failures are due
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND
hold a food sale Saturday at Nafis
several months, are now at the
-■-! to the home. When there is lack
33‘lt
Store, Main street, beginning at
home of Mrs. Taverner’s parents, to Stonington,, where they spent a of aides to study, or a place to
10 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rowell
week with Mrs. Thorbjornson’s study, broken homes and, lack of in.
G. H Thomas was in Augusta Fri
Orient Lodge. F.A.M., will confer mother.
centive for them to succeed; 10%
day to attend a meeting of the
the M.M. degree tonight, following
Puritan Rebekah Sewing Circle i to 15% of graduates go on. to higher
State Park Commission.
[meets tonight with Mrs. Harland learning; 10% are married within a
supper at €.30.
—Photo by Sid Cullen.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cotta have
MLss Elizabeth Henry went Sun Rawley. Covered dish supper will 1 year.
A new epoch in Tenant’s Harbor business circles was marked April 12-13 with the opening of Hall’s moved to their new home on Rawday to Willimantic, Conn., after ; be served at 6.
Mrs. Blaisdell said Rockland was I. tl. A. Market. The opening day saw a surprisingly large attendance, including many callers from out of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins j a typical High School of New Eng town, and 150 carnations were distributed to women alone. Almond C. Hall, proprietor of the new establish son avenue, recently bought from ,
spending a week's vacation with her
Lspent the week-end at their home land, tout during the 18 years he ment has performed wonders in the preparation of the new quarters, and the townspeople are delighted to Harry Rogers.
mother, Mrs. Arthur Henry.
Capt. William Stanley lias re
. .
Mrs. Mary Cullen returned heme here. »
had been principal, not to his knew that city service Ls provided in the new market.
turned from a visit in Boston.
Saturday after a week’s visit iu New
knowledge had any graduate ever
The High School Alumni ban
Ycrk.
been placed behind prison bars.
beginning with the pre natal state. having a constrictive effect, especial
quet
and annual meeting will be
Eighty
five
percent
of
the
stu-*
About
The
Grays
The O.ES Circle will sponsor a
ROCKPORT
June 11.
dents take part in some extra cir- Inoculations, immunizations to pre ly among young people.
public card party at MasonicWhen we have a new Prohibitory
z\ xx xx
The Public Library will be open
ricular activities. There lias been vent disease, home visits to the
Temple Wednesday night at 8
Law
it must be based on a firm
each evening until 8 o’clock.
more
trouble
in
school
since
the
o'clock. There will be refreshments
crippled and handicapped; to con foundation of education, out lawing What Hubert Gray Who Came
E A CHAMPNEY
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fuller were in
prohibition law went out and disci
and prizes.
Correspondent
Farmington last Sunday to visit
pline has been worse in the last duct classes in home training and alcohol as a dangerous narcotic
Here
In
1654
Did
Not
Mrs. Henry Stanley returned
XX XX
their son, Douglas Fuller. Kath
two years He blames the homes nursing aide, and hold clinics for drug. Tlie citizens of Maine are
home Mcnday after visiting her
responsible for the deaths on our
Foresee
erine, who has been spending some
lor lack of training in respect. The T. B. x-ray, and child health. Re highdays
mother, Mrs. Margaret Grant, in
Tel. 2229
from drunken driving for
weeks with her grandparents, re
Churches are falling behind in sults are slow as much ignorance
Old Town for a few days
the
suicides
and insane, caused by
Little dill tlie first Robert Gray turned home with them.
spiritual training they should have and prejudice has to be overcome.
Mayflower Temple, P. S meets
This Little Pig
drink. For every dollar paid in for
Forrest McKenney who has been a more progressive program. Stu
Mrs. Ruth Guthrie of Jamaica
Friday at 7.30; supper at 6.30.
Mrs. McConnell served three years revenue $5 to $6 are paid out for who came from England to the
stationed in the Pacific area has dents of 1M6 appreciate education
New World by slow sailing boat in Plain, Mass., Is guest of her daugh
Mr. and Mrs. William Stanley been discharged from the service
overseas as an Army Nurse. She
ter, Mrs. Harold Arnold and Mrs.
more than ever. They must special observed there was much drinking results of liquor.
and Mrs. Annie Fernald, who spent and arrived home Saturday.
Mr. Smith addressed tlie student 1654 forsee tliat liis descendant Emma Arnold.
Went To Market
ize
to
hold
a
5ob.
Tlie
war
veterans
the Winter with their son Henry
Fred Cook has sold his house on returning to education is one salva in the armed forces which the Army body of the High School in the Carl R Gray would go back to the
Mrs. Allura Pitcher, R. N., attedmade easy and desirable. Site noted
Stanley, returned Monday to Mon Russell avenue and is moving to
Old World by air and be boss of the ed a Public Health meeting Tuesday
tion of the nation. There are 10 in three classes of drinkers—those who afternoon.
hegan.
C
E.
Camden.
immense Military Railways project in Augusta.
Rockland High (School and the col drank to drown their troubles, most
The Corner Club met Friday with leges are being filled to capacity.
of
the Allies in 1942—46.
Major
John McGrath of Boston and
ly caused by drin’king; those who
But he did not always find
Mrs. Viola Spear and celebrated the
General Gray is back now, on ter Thomas McGrath of Van Buren
TENANT’S HARBOR
Luncheon was served by Mrs. drank to celebrate and could gen
APPLETON
birthday
of
Mrs.
Dorothy
Upham.
minal
leave,
will
return
to
St.
Paul
Lena Stevens, Mrs. Edith Tweedie, erally find something to celebrate
Miss Harriet St Clair has re
spent the Easter week-end in town.
Mr. and Mrs, Samuel Jackson
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs and Mrs. Helen Hempstead.
what he was looking for.
and the vice presidency* of the Chi
turned to Framlngton, Mass., after
Arrangements are being complet
and
Damon
Hall
attended
the
com

for;
and
those
who
had
formed
a
In the afternoon, Mrs. Maldwyn habit and could not help drinking. mittal service last Tuesday for Mrs. cago & Northwestern Railroad.
a week’s stay at her cottage. She day with Miss Grace Church, Sea
ed for the Father and Son Banquet
Tliat first Robert Gray settled In
Parry, brought the devotional mes
had as guests Dr Walsh and family street.
be held at the Baptist Church
Mrs. Clifford Merrill of Methuen sage. Mrs. Lillian Joyce Was pian She felt there was great need of Jackson’s aunt, Mrs. Fred Collins what is now Andover. Successive to
of Framingham, Mass.
Today, Ladies if you are look
Monday
at 7 o’clock. Alonzo Wood
more
temperance
education.
at
West
Rockport.
She
died
at
her
Roberts stayed in Massachusetts man, superintendent of schools in
Sixteen
members of
Naomi and Miss Geraldine Bauchnan of ist for the music of the day.
Mrs.
Lillian
Joyce
and
Mrs.
Eva
ing for the best tailored, best
and Maine till 1857 when Oliver C. Gardiner, will be the speaker. Mr.
Mrs. Ada McConnell cf the State Greene sang a duet, ’’Abide With heme in Portland.
Chapter, O.Ejs., were invited guests j Lawrence, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Ormond
Keene
is
having
an
ar

j
and
Mrs.
James
Miller.
went
West
from
North
Jefferson.
Department of Public Health, spoke
Friday of Golden (Rod Chapter of
is also president of the
fitting Wool Sport Slacks we can
tesian well drilled near his house.
Mrs. Emma Torrey is visiting at on the work of that department, Me.”
Maine. This was the grandfather Woodman
Rockland.
Abnaki
Council
of Boy Scouts. The
Rev.
Frederick
W.
Smith,
of
of
General
Carl
It.
Gray,
now
>h
Edward
Johnson
and
Elwin
Mank
Mr and Mrs. Harlan, Bragdon Deer Isle.
stating that President Truman had
deliver the goods.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Berry are appointed the second week in April Waterville, guest speaker, occupied were in Boston the past week on a Washington on special job as chair supper will be prepared under the
have returned from a trip to Mans
direction
of
the
Home
Economics
the
last
period
with
a
lively
discus

field, Mass., where thev visited visiting in Portland for a few days. as Public Health Week. The field sion of liquor conditions in the trip for the graduating class of Ap man of the Reserve Officers Selec Department of the High School.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will includes bedside nursing Insurance
Rev and Mrs M. J. Smith.
»
They re tive Board What he is doing in Jack Williams, S2c, stationed at
State, saying that the Monopoly pleton High School.
Clayton Hunnewell visited his meet Wednesday with Mrs. Nina and Industrial Specialization in System, as legalized here was a com turned heme Saturday night.
this last army job is pick out good Lido Beach. iL. ' I., N. Y„ spent
Herringbone Weave
parents in Caratunk during the Carroll.
officers
for the 'Reserve.
school work, tuberculosis and ven plete failure. The Alcohol Problem
Mrs.
Bessie
Jackson
recently
visit

Easter
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
The fire department was called ereal disease cases; also including
holidays.
One day he came up to the Capi
Hound’s Tooth Tweeds
in Maine is far from being solved. ed her son Charles Hamlin and
The worthy matron of Naomi late Sunday evening on account of care of the sick, prevention of dis Not one cocktail lounge is being family, also her son Richard Ham tol for a last luncheon with Repre Mrs. William G. Williams.
Miss
Rosemary
Fuller
of
Dam

Chapter, OES.. reminds members a slight fire in the basement of the ease, promotion of physical health, legally operated, and only about lin in Rockland. Charles Hamlin sentative 'Margaret Smith of Maine,
$9.79 $11.49
ariscotta has been guest of her
that l“sunshine begs” are now due. Rockport Ice Co’s new store in the
one-fourth of the beer parlors con and family have now gone to Den Gen Frank E. Lowe and Mrs. Lowe, aunt, Mrs. Fred Irish.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall of Carleton block, caused by sparks
Mrs Gray, Albert Abrahamson, of
Tatterstal Vests to match
form to the State regulations. The ver. Cel., to make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hobbs and
DAVIS FUNERAL SERVICE
Portland visited Mr and Mrs. F from a chimney. Slight smoke
Brunswick,
now
in.
the
Labor
De

Liquor
Commission
is
in
constant
son, Walter Crosby, of Braintree,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease are
damage only.
James Tavlor over the week-end.
some patterns.
Announces the extending of its
parents of a daughter, born April 11 partment. Represen: at ive Frances Mass., we-e guests over Easter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Richards were services to Rockport, and the difficulty.
Mrs. Henry Allen x has returned
Bolton of Ohio dropped in for a Mr. Hobbs’ mother, Mrs. Crosby
At each local option election, dry and named Nellie Anita.
from Portsmouth, N H where she at their camp in Mariaville over the establishment of a funeral home on territory
minu’e. She claims Maine because Hobbs. Mr. Hobbs has recently
BOYS’
has
been
gained,
so
now
week-end.
soent a few davs with Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Johnson is having she has a Summer place at Prouts
Pascal Avenue. Maurice E. Miller, we have 290 dry towns or 55%, all
been discharged from the Army
The Beauchamp Point cottages licensed embalmer. Tel. 643 and 2424.
Herbert Hawkins
Neck.
told. But the amount of liquor sold repairs made on her buildings.
Weatherproofed Jackets
and has returned to htis former
Mrs. Eric Thorbjornson and son are being opened and prepared for
30-tf through the State Store has steadily
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ober who
Gen. Gray claims Mrs. Smith as position with Porte, Dupee and
Edward have returned from a trip Summer occupancy.
increased, amounting to $20,000,000 were in Camden for the Winter, his Maine Congressman because Sawyer Company, Wool Merchants,
$3.65 to $7.95
his mother lives in tlie old Gray of Boston.
in 1945. This is expected to increase have returned to their home.
The house
as tlie boys come back from the
Mr. and Mrs. James Belcher en house at Thomaston.
This program will be presented
service, for tlie U. S. Army has culti tertained Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. belonged to the General’s father by the schools Wednesday after
and
when
he
died,
it
was
decided
vated an appetite for beer among James Belcher, Jr. and six children
Boys’ Corduroy Jackets
noon, in the Opera House: The pu
the armed forces.
of Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph that tiiis should be tlie permanent pils of the Elm Street School will
The fiist brewery owned and op- Lailer and three children of Bre home of his wife, the General's present “Down on the Farm,” an
$10.95
perated by the U. S. Army was set men, Richard Belcher of South mother Son Russell, the General's operetta,
all
dialogue,
songs
and
up in Africa and others in every Liberty, Mr. and Mrs. Russell brother had a boat-building busi
center of occupation. The boys have Belcher and two children and Miss ness at Thomaston, and that was dances pertaining to farm life. The
been swamped with beer. Thus Lophema Robbins. Twenty-one sat the family home in Maine. It was Knowlton Street School will illus
Ladies’ Make-Up Cases
Droving what the brewers said that down to one of Mother Belcher’s a bungalow and the mother “raised trate in songs, dances and physi
tlie roof” li’erally, by putting on cal education drills, ’Music in
Ideal for Graduation Present
‘‘the opportunity to serve beer in chicken dinners.
The work of every
another story, though the children America.
the Army camps would bring them
Miss Annie Hamlin was in Port love to tell it or. her as a joke. teacher and pupil in the grade
millions of future customers.”
$8.76
Brother Howard Gray is a famous schools will be represented in this
There are 10,000 alcoholic addicts land for a few days recently.
Mrs. Lois House and children cf doctor in the Mayo clinic in, program. At 8 o’clock the High
Including lax
in Maine, and nothing is being done
Newcastle have been visiting her Rochester, M nn —Elizabeth Mae School Band and Glee Club under
to go to COLLEGE, TRADE,
for them.
the direction of Roger Calderwood
Twenty-five percent of the State father F. S. Meservey for the past Craig in The Press Herald.
week.
find Mrs. Ruth Collemer, will pre
revenue
comes
from
the
sale
of
or BUSINESS SCHOOL with
Miss Connie Porter of Lincolnville
sent a Spring concert. No admis
liquor; all goes into the general
sion will be charged for either aft
treasury, none is allocated for any is working for Mrs. Alton Pease for
CAMDEN
ernoon or evening performance, but
spcific purpose. It is proposed to a few weeks.
your tuition ond
living
a collection will be taken in the
presnt a bill in Legislature asking
xx
xx
xx
o
XX XX XX
evening to buy music equipment for
for $50,000 for the department of
WASHINGTON
416 MAIN ST., TEL. 294
MI£kS HELEN M. RICH
allowance
the schools. An exhibition of
Public Health and Welfare to make
Mrs. Alma Jones and Mrs. Myrtle
Ooi
respondent
TOP TO TOE OUTFITTERS
school
work
will
be
open
to
the
pub

a survey to see what can be done Kirkpatrick, members of the Vic
lic at the school buildings Tuesday
ft ft ft ft
for the alcololic’s, and to put on a tory Girls Club, accompanied by
evening, and Wednesday morning.
campaign for alchol education, Mrs. Marguerite Hills of Union, at
Tel. 2214
tended the recent ‘‘Know Your
a
•? •:* ’»• 4* 4- •:*
•«* 4« 4* 4^ 4* 4<
Public Week” held at the State
Every Qualified Young Man Who Enlists in fhe Regular Army
X
♦ House and Augusta House. The Town Manager Percy Keller at
club met last Tuesday with Mrs. tended the biennial Spring meeting
Before October 6, 1946, Receives Benefits of the G. I. Bill of Rights
AN ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE
Delia Moore a'nd worked on quilt of Maine City and Town Manag
Gilbert C. Laite
ers’ Association in Lincoln at the
squares.
If you've given up the idea of going to college
WATCH REPAIRING BY MAIL
Miss Esther Grinnell of Sanford week-end. There were 33 present.
This is o great opportunity for every young
FUNERAL
Mr
and
Mrs.
Victor
Elmore,
who
or trade or business school because of the
soent the holidays with her parents
man who wants a good education and the
have been motoring through the
cost, now's the time to reconsider. Because
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grinnell.
training for a successful career. Get all the
HOME
Southern
States, returned home
you CAN go — with your tuition fees and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swett of Port
facts ot your nearest U S. Army Recruiting
Send us your Ailing Watch. We will repair it in the shortest
incidentals paid and a generous living allow
Station.
land recently visited their daughter, last week.
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Hugh
Montgom

P®
88
^** time, at moderate price and return it promptly to you.
ance paid by the Government
you enlist
Mrs. Leroy Grinnell.
a,
in the new peacetime Regular Army before
Mrs. Dorothy Powell and two ery have returned from a trip to
No long waits. All Repairing absolutely Guaranteed. No mailing
PAY PER MONTH — ENLISTED MEN
children have been guests of Mr Denver, Col.
October 6, 1946
charges. Watch Cleaning. Work Delivered Within Five Days.
Plus Food, Lodging. Clothes and Medical Care
Mrs. Fiances Perry has come to
and
Mrs.
William
Marston
in
North
You may enlist if you are 17 to 34 years old,
open her home for the Summer.
Whitefield.
Monthly Retirement
for 1 ’/a, 2, or 3 yeors.
Mr. and Mrs. Zlatko Balokovic
Starting
Income After:
(Successor to P. J. Good)
X
MANHATTAN JEWELERS
Miss Maybelle Jones and Miss
♦
i
B-.se Pay
20 Years' 30 Years'
are at their home on the Hosmer
X
Lois
Boynton
were
home
for
tlie
A Full College Course on a 3-Year Enlistment
Per Month
Service
Service
Pond road for a short visit.
Master Sargeant or
376 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1202
Under the G. I. Bill of Rights, if you enlist'
❖ 9 Mountain St., Camden * week-end.
At the whist party Saturday at
First Sergeant
$138.00
589.70
5155 25
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Jones
have
34-a f
for 3 yeers you may have 48 months of
Technical Sergeant
74
10
128.25
114.00
the Grange Hall. Mrs. Luella Tuttle
Tel. 8225
? moved to Union.
Staff Sergeant
96 00
108.00
£2.40
education in your favorite college or trade
received
first
prize,
Mrs.
Gertrude
X
❖
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
Sergeant
•7.75
78.00
50 70
or business school for which you can qualify
Corporal
66.00
42.90
74.2S
*
t of Searsmont were recent callers Pa?e, second, and Mrs. Jennie Gil
ofter you ore discharged. The Government
the consolation. Another
Private. First Class
54 00
60 75
35.10
*
GILBERT C. LAITE
.j. at Mr. and Mrs. Efeten Wellman’s. more
will pay ycur tuition up to $500 per ordinary
Private
56.25
party
will
be held May 4.
S0.00
32.50
Richard Keene, of the Navy, sta
DOROTHY S. LAITE
*
school year and will provide $65 a month
Ladies
of
G.A.R will meet
tioned in Boston, visited Mr. and Friday at thethe
(a)—Plus 20°o Increase for Service Overseas,
Grange. Picnic sup
living allowance for single jnen, $90 a month
ROBERT
E.
LAITE
+
Mrs.
Robert
Grierson
recently.
4«
X
(to)—Plus 50°o if Member of
Flying Crews,
will be it 6 o'clock
for married men.
<•
X
Miss Alina Sainio who has em per
(c)—Plus 5°o Increase in Pay for Each 3 Years
Freeman-'
’'errick Auxiliary will
of Service.
Your education con continue the whole time
4*
. I ployment in Brookline, Mass., was a meet Wedn< ’ay at K.P. hall. In
•> 4>
k*
+4> <•+4"V
recent visitor at the home of her observation of its 13th birthday
you ore in the Army, too. In Army Training
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Schools you con study ony of 200 skills,
there will 1. a picnic supper at 6
trades, and technical subjects.
A GOOD JOB FOR * O U
oclcck under the direction of Mrs.
Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings
LET US LANDSCAPE FOR YOU
Evelvn Wilson Members are re
You'll get good pay, your food, clothing,
The Perfect Touch Needed To Distinguish Your Home
photographed whenever and wherever you wish.
quested to take prizes.
quarters, and medical and dental care You'll
The
annual
meeting
and
parish
'
be entitled to a 30-day paid furlough every
Tel. 113-3
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COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

U. S. Army

year. A 3-year enlistment enables you to
choose your branch gf service and overseas
theater.

U. S. POST OFFICE BLDG.

CHOOSE
FINE

THIS

PROFESSION

NOW ’

ROCKLAND, MAINE

This advertisement is sponsored by these Rockland Insurance Agencies

ARTHUR L. ORNE. INC .
CLARENCE F. JOY.
ELMER C. DAVIS.
COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS
McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY. E. C. MORAN CO.. INC.

CHARLES CLANCY
SPECIALIZING ON LAWNS

27 TRAVERSE STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. AFTER 6.00 P. M.—324-R
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
I Will Gladly Call and Estimate Your Landscape Planting
At No Charge Or Obligation
Whv take a chance when you can get Guaranteed Work Done?
34-37

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools

m ther, Mrs ALna Sainio
Mrs. Leland Martz and sister
Shirlev Creamer, of Hope called
Saturday on friends here.
The Easter services held at the
Methodist Church were well at
tended. The vestry was filled to
capacity Miss Muriel Parker de
livered the sermon and Clifton
Lowden gave the benediction. Mrs.
MUdred Lowden was at the organ.

A completely equipped Photographic Service
that guarantees every job.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN

TEL. 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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uUsday-FrfdaV

Tuesday-Friday

tander, Nancy, Orilla,
Jane: Turner family,
, Dexter. Aaron, Sann, Levi, Fred, Susan,
Another Turner famiJehemiah, Scott EvanCharles, Joseph, SuLelia
e the old timers who
forests, cleared the
heir homes and reared
s. The Lewises were
mts and had 45 grandUt that Is outlawed
high line.
tnes are crumbled and
ey left a monument
never perish—stone

FiCckiSjJ CoLfier-Cazcik, Tiesds-, ACtii 30= 1946

Miss Louise Foster of Portland
is spending the week with her
grandmother, Mrs. Frank Fuller.
She is on vacation frem her school

| Several from Rockland attended
, the wedding of Miss Pauline John
son and Viljo Hill at the Appleton
Bt ptist Church, on Easter Sunday.
I M sic for the occasion was by Mrs.
All members cf the Woman’s IH en Wentworth of Hope and
Educational Club are urged to be i Albert R. Marsh of Rockland who
present at the annual meeting, Fri i rei.dered several excellent selections.
day at the Universalist Church. The
afternoon session includes election
.' Lrs. Percy Dinsmore is confined
of officers, and important plans tc her home by illness.
Uur future club work. Interesting
Speakers afterncon and evening.
'"'pportunity Class will meet
Every member who is interested in Thursday at 2 and will work on
the future of the Educational Club j ki tting of ouilts. Members will
should plan to be present at this no.e change of time.
meeting.
—
The Monday Night Club was
Prank Andrew’s of Cleveland, Ohio entertained last night by Mrs.
and California, and sen Franklin Gladys Rokes, at the home of Mrs.
visited Mrs. Frank W. Fuller over Grace Veazie.
the week-end. Mr. Andrews had been
in Washington on business and
Miss Ruth Payson went Sunday to
came here to visit his sister.
Sharon, Mass., staying with friends
until her marriage on May 19 to
Mrs. Anna Nelson and Miss Vir Thomas
Mortimer of Dorchester,
ginia Nelson of Warren street en
Mass.
tertained Thursday night with a
shower for Marion Jchnson Mank
Walter Greenlaw has gone to
of Camden. Marion was the recipi
ent of many beautiful and useful Baltimore, to visit his son Alfred.
gifts. Assorted sandwiches, waffles, He will also go to Washington, D. C.,
olives, fancy cookies, and coffee to visit a nephew, Lt. Com. Harold
^ere served. Those attending were K. Sails.
works Jordan, Maude Stevens, Ruth
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper of South
Albee, Blanche (Fales, Thelma
Stanley, Mabel Green. Beatrice Thomaston flew yesterday to
Burtt, Emma Hill, Dorothy Stevens, Chicago, called by the illness of her
Ora Beggs, Ruth Leland, Mrs L. son, Henry.
E. Mank, Mrs. Candage, Mary GerRalph B. Loring has gone to the
rish, Beverly Gerrish. Eula Gerrish,
home of his sister-in-law in Rock
Marion Mank and the hostesses,
port.
Anna and Virginia Nelson,

E H Philbrick.

{lacier, about 15 miles
is majestically beau-

Is The Time!
KK. Min SEWERS,
GED SEWERS
TIC TANKS

WATER PIPES
IENT WORK
( EEEAR WALLS
Call—

!. EATON
ROCKLAND
33*lt

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chitting
delightfully entertained a group of
14 friends at their attractive home in
Send Five Questions, $1.00 and
Rockport Saturday night. Supper
Stamped Envelope to
was served, after which Mr. Cutting
entertained the group with interest
REV. RUTH MATHIAS
ing pictures of his travels, includ
12 Third St., Bangor, Maine.
5-tf ing views of Hawaii and of the
Southern States; also local views
which showed Mr. Cutting's exten
sive blueberry fields, in blcssom and
in the Fall colorings. Rummy and
DANIELS’
03 were enjoyed. Out of town guests
were: Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of
Tenant
’s Harbor, Mr. and Mrs.
DIAMONDS
George L. St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs.
"’riipene E. Stoddard, Mrs. Ervilla
Famous For More Than
Parker, Capt. and Mrs. John Stevens
Fifty Years
and daughter Kay, Mr. and Mrs.
Amory B. Allen and Mr. and Mrs.

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?

tie Pig
Market

riot

always find

as looking for.

i

Richard Stoddard of Rockland

ties if you are lookbest tailored, best

GIRLS’
COATS

(port Slacks we can
rotis.

ibone Weave
Tooth Tweeds
9 $11.49

few new coats in navy
blue, sizes 7 to 12 years.
h

Vests to match
patterns.

Also new Baby Coats in pink,

JOYS’

oofed

blue and maize, 6 mos. to 2
years.

Jackets

to $7.95

diif'oy Jackets

CROCKETT’S

10.95

BABY SHOP

ake-Up Cases
raduation Present

18.76

idii’g lax

9 LIMEROCK ST.

t

SPECIAL FOR A LIMITED TIME!

TORY’S
ST., TEL. 294

AMES-FOGG
Stuart Tolman Ames, Jr., and
Miss (Doris Olive Fogg were mar
ried Friday night at the parsonage
of the First Eapt st Church by Rev.
J. Charles MacDor.ald, who per
formed the single ring ceremony.
The bride is a daugh’er of Mr
and Mrs Otis Fogg, while the
groom is a son of Capt and Mrs.
Stuart Ames, all of Rockland.
The couple were attended by Mrs
Dorothy I. Stevens and ’Robert A
Stevens, Jr
Both attended Rockland High
School The bride has been em
ployed at ’he F. W Woolworth
store and the grcom is engineer
aboard thp Mary A He recently re
turned after service with the Navy
In both the European and Pac fle
theatres.
Folowln.-r a wedding trio to
Por’lnnd thev will make their home
on South street

WATSON-BENNER
Barbara Edith (Benner and Nor
man Albert Watson were married
Friday fright by Rev. J Charles
MacDonald of the First Baptist
Church, who performed the double
ring ceremenv.
The wedd ng and reception were
held at the home of the bride
groom’s brother. Raymond Watson
Cedar street. Mr. and Mrs. Watson
attended the couple.
Tlie groom was recently dis
charged frem the Naval service,
having returned from Pacific duty
and more recently served with ’he
Naval detachmnt at the Ash Point
field

A DELAYED FAMILY GATHERING

Page Seven

Beta Sigma Phi
This And That

Founders Day Banquet At Garden Club Federation To
Mrs. Talbot’s A Pleasing
Hear Its State President
Affair .
May 16

By K. S. F.

Minnesota and Wiiscoiliin, the
great wheat centres of the West
have shipped more than 55,093,030
bushels of wheat a year since 1933.
e ♦ e •

An excellent motto for our daily
life is this verse from "Divine
Word:’’ "All things whatsoever ye
would that men should do to you
do ye even so to them. For this is
'Ihe family cf Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Munro, Maverick street were to the law of the prephets."’
• e e e

gether recently for the first time in four years as Sidney and Ralph re
turned Irom military service. Sidney served in the Army Transport
Command in South America while Ralph was attached to the 98th Field
Aitillrry in the European Theatre. Front row, left to right, Richard,
Sidney, Mr. and Mrs. Munro, Ralph and Nancy. Back row, Mrs. Bernice
McI.ain, Mis. Lucy McLain, Mrs. Charlotte Burns, Laura, Glenice, Doris
and Norma, a total of 11 children and believed to be one cf the largest
families in this section.

Those who are acquainted with
Hcmer Croy’s delightful writings,
I will appreciate this sample:
“I suppose you are too young to
have ever helped make sauerkraut?
Well, then, you missed a mighty lot
of fun. Work, too! Do you remem
ber the cutter you slid the cabbagehead back and forth cn? ’Member
BRIDGES-PEASE
the big rock that held the kraut
Visiting Children
Mr and Mrs. Jethro Pease of
down in the barrel?’’ 'Member that
Hope, announce the engagement of
wonderful sweetsour taste of the
their daughter, Miss Marion. Leona After Which Col. and Mrs. sauerkraut?
* » • •
Pease, to Lewis Bridges of Rock
land. Miss Pease, associated with
A Woman’s W’ay
Corwin H. Olds Will Re
Norman W. Drinkwater, Jr., of I her brother, are proprietors of
There
is
a perversity about the
turn To Rockland
Spruce Head, who has enlisted in Witham Lobster Pound at RockWigglesworth
furnace hardly less
Iport,
and
Mr.
Bridges
is
associated
the Navy, was given a going-away
1
than
diabolical.
Under the tender
Army Hdqs, Midpac, Ft. Shafter,
party at the Spruce Head Com with his father. In bus ness in
ministrations
of
Mrs.
Wigglesworth
Rockland
munity Hall Tuesday night by many
T. H.—Chaplain (Col ) Corwin H. it flourishes, but soon as her hus
of his hometown friends. The eve
Olds, senior chaplain for Army band puts on some coal, out goes
ning was pleasantly spent in danc
The Carinis, who have been cc- Forces, Mid Pac, left the Army last the fire. And like most other men,
ing. Refreshments were served and i cupying the Clara Smith house on
a gift of money was presented to the Broad street, during the Winter, are week after more than five years Mr. Wigglesworth thinks he can run
that furnace better than anybody,
guest of honor. Mr Drinkwater ’ now at their Holiday Beach cottage. active duty.
so
there have followed numberless
left Wednesday for his training. Mr.s. Smith has returned home.
During his two years in this com little
family discussions on the sub
His address Is Norman W. Drink
mand Chaplain Olds has directed
water, Jr., A. S Barracks 419
Rose Janice Agnatowicz and Al- the training, guidance and supply ject. The ether night Mrs. Wiggles
worth awoke and saw her husband
US.N.TC, Co. 44&5 Bainbridge, Md j bert L. Moiey. both of Rockland,
! were married Saturday in Saco by of hundreds of chanlains of all nervously getting into his clothes.
"Where are you going?" she
Ir.
Mrs. B. R. Simmons of North Main Frank L. Perkins, notary public. Tlie faiths and denominations.
asked,
calmly.
street went this week to Southwest ccupie was attended by Marjorie N. recognition of the performance of
•'
‘
Fire,
’’ Mr. Wigglesworth re
these
duties
he
has
been
awarded
Turvey,
and
Carl
C.
Gilley
also
cf
Harbor where she will reopen her
torted;
-don’t ye hear the bells
the Bronze Star Medal.
Rockland. Biddeford Journal.
home for the season.
Although trained as a pilot in the ringing? Think I was going to a
Biggest fire on
George W. Gay’s birthday yes Canadian Royal Air Force during ward caucus?
Miss Manny-Elaine Spear was
record,
”
*
World
War
I,
hostilities
ended
be

hostess at a party Saturday night at terday proved to be an unexpectedly
Mrs. Wigglesworth being a woman
the home of her parents, Mr. and happy one. as his son Alvary ar fore he was sent overseas. Prior to easily saw her opportunity.
that
time
Chaplain
Olds
spent
seven
Mrs. Erwin M. Spear, Rankin street rived home Sunday from Honolulu,
"Hadn’t you better take along a
Those attending were: Ann Staples, T. H., where he has been employed years in the Canadian northwest shovelful of coal?’’ she said, sweetly.
combining
farming
and
ranching
Helen Cameron, Grace Stiles, Mary for 15 months; and Corp. Stanley A.
* * * *
his extensive religious work.
Paul, Olive Bowley, Evelyn Joyce, Gay came home Monday from Fort with
For
six
years
before
entering
W
’
hat
She L’ked
Mae Perry, Marsha Rogers, Marie Devens, having received an honor active duty, the chaplain was a
“
I
hope,
Mr.
Socnly,” said the
able
dwischarge
from
the
Army,
Bullard. Those unable to come were
Wang Nelson, Vera Procter, and after 27 months of service, the last pastor in Rockland, Maine. He young lady, “that you do not let
12 months having been in France holds an academic degree from the your right hand know what your
Lance Rogers.
University of Maine and is a gradu left hand doeth.”
and Germany.
ate of the Bangor Theological
‘ I—I never do," Mr. Socnly made
Miss Nina Russell, R. N., of Port
Seminary. Chaplain Olds has oc answer, as with his left arm rest
Mrs
Delia
Sullivan
entertained
land is visiting her brother, A. F
Dorcas Club Monday at her apart cupied pulpits in several Maine com ing on the back of her chair, he felt
Russell.
munities including East Corinth. nervously around with the other
ment in the Spear block
Bangor and Rockland. He served as hand for the piece cf mistletoe he
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wotton,
Barbara Trenholm, daughter of chaplain of the Maine National had brought in his pocket.
who spent the Winter in this city, Mr and Mr.s. Albert Trenholm. Guard for 12 years.
“ I am gad to know it,’’ she re
have gone to their Summer home North Main, street, is a surgical
Chaplain and Mrs. Olds plan to sumed, shortly afterwards, as she
return to their home in Rockland arranged her hair. “There is noth
at Owl’s Head.
patient at Knox Hospital.
after visiting a daughter living in ing like being close-mouthed.’’
Eugene. Oregon, and a son attending
So he acted on that hint also.
CLARK ISLAND
the U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis.
• * * *
An Easter program was held*in Another son is attending school in
Lewis B. Cucinotta
They
who
knew
not their own de
the church Sunday morning, with Louisiana.
fects search for the defects of
an a1 tendance of 48. Tne church
EXPERT PIANO TUNING
was decorated with potted plants
P.T.A. Tair at the Tyler building, others.
# ♦ • ♦
and
green
boughs.
A
bouquet
of
Friday. Doors open at 7.39. Don’t
Piano Technician
Edible seaweed is used much in
cut flowers was distributed to shut- miss out cn the wide variety of door
42 MAIN ST., CAMDEN, ME.
ins following the service.
prizes, including a permanent of many countries, especially in the
DIAL CAMDEN 2444
your choice from Katherine’s Middle East. • • • •
Beauty Shop. “An A to Z lubrica
Sir .Walter Raleigh was one cf
tion" by Den Haskell, Hosiery from
the Bell Shop, a Bond Box from H the greatest soldiers and he was
H. Crie & Co. and girls! possibly a also a sailor and Naval architect,
pair of nylons. There will be en a chemist, a scientific gardener, a
KEG. MAT. 2.00. WED. AT 3.45
tertainment for young and old, For historian, philosopher and poet—yet
EVENINGS 7.00 AND 9.00
tune Telling by Mrs. Mae Jones of he is best remembered for having
Clark Island, light lunches, pop spread his coat over a mud puddle
TUES.-WED., APRIL 30, MAY 1
over.
corn, ice cream, a miscellaneous for a Queen to• *walk
Double Feature
* *
table, grab booth, and a home
TODAY, WED., THURS.
A Dream ot a Musical
Energy well directed can accom
made cake to be raffled off.
Double Feature
plish
much. It’s the secret of suc
about Love'd
cess.
Cuba has been enjoying the
• • • •
greatest tourist invasion since 1941.
A
striking
feature
of the homes of
Women suffrage was first adopted
old Nantucket island, a high spot
in Wyoming.
on many of the 50 Pilgrim tours of
New England offered by New Ha
ven Railroad, is the "Widow’s Walk"
WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.
which surrounds the chimney, and
often the whole roof, of these old
COLUMBIA PlCTURf
houses. Here the wives of the sail
One’s out to
ers and captains of the wahling
Xl’JM
>811
M
ships which put out cf Nantucket
REYNOLDS’BRADY TAIKENBURI
FRAME
in the days of her greatness used
?
JWK EYWt’&N • ILliN UKK
him...
to walk, high above the breakers,
OX l»i • HUM MMU
tho other to
to watch for the sails of their hus
bands’ ships returning.

TAME

Ti OUTFITTERS

<

♦ # * *

If you wish a dish with zest try
this on a cool day:

him I

Stuffed Sausage Roll

[VICE

Pat two pounds of bulk sausage
cn waxed paper into a flat, rectan
gular shape one-half inch thick,
j Mix two cups of diced raw apples
and two cups of bread crumbs and
two small onions (diced) and spread
this over the meat. Roll like a jelly
roll, tucking the edges in. Place
in a baking dish and bake in a
moderate oven (350 degrees F ) until
done abcut 45 minutes. Approxi
mate yield: Six portions.

A Gr«rt Author!

„ Thrilling Golo

All Star cast combing
_ you one of the

MAIL

greatest seat-gripping out
door pictures ol the year.

in the shortest
huuptly to you.
pd. No mailing
|hm Five Days.

NORTHWEST
TRAIL

:rs
TEL. 1202

HOUBIGANT

34-a f

SHEER-SIFTED FACE POWDER
—a

RAPHY

UNfVERAl pratann
MERLE

gilt with any purchase of
Merle OBERON
Miriam HORKIN!
Joel McCREA

Tramtucid Mako-up preparations!
A generous box of the famous Translucid mist-sheer face
powder—enough to last months—in Champagne Rosee or
other lovely blended shades . ..yours as a gift with the

mamviui
1WAW

Time of Shows for this
Double Feature Program
2.00 P. M. in afternoon

purchase of tiny of the following:

le, Weddings
you wish.

Sk*n Trcshcncr. $1.00
Cleansing Cream $1.00
Retiring Cream. $2 oo
NUrcara. $125

tiools
c Service

foundation-tone, liquid. $1 50
Cream-tone Foundation. $1

0o

One Shew in Evening beginning
at 7.00 P. M.

t ipstuk $ 1.00
Rouge. $1 00 and $1.2$

ip/ui tax)

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

“ROMANCE OF
THE WEST”

. fa

CUT RATE COSmCTICS

GAZETTE

THURS.-FRI., MAY 2, 3

H. Gerrish, Manager

404 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE.
35-T-37

With
EDDIE DEAN
tn Technicolor
News
Serial “PHANTOM RIDER"
Chapter 11

OBERON
CLAUDE
RAINS
CHARLES
KORVIN

Mrs. May N. Jones of Clark
Island will reveal your future by
tea cup readings, Friday, May 3 at
the P.T A. Fair at Warren Street
school.
34-36

ALAN

ILADD

Will Melt Here

Rockland Mu chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi had a formal dinner and
installation of officers Sunday at
Mrs. Pauline Talbot's in obesrvance
of National Founders Day for the
sorority.
The dinner was planned, prepared
and served by the girls, with the
capable assistance of Mrs. Taibct.
Seventeen were present, including
the sponsor, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood,
director, Mrs. Pauline Talbot, Betty
Beach who has recently been trans
ferred to Lainba Chapter in Wa
terville, and two guests, Misses
Dorothy and Ruth Garrett from
New York.
Between courses. Mrs. Talbot
gave a toast to victory, and Mrs.
Ellingwood gave a toast to Mrs.
Talbot, expressing thanks for the
delightful evening she provided.
Installation of officers for the
coming year, took place after the
dinner, with Past President Elzada
Barstow reading tlie ritual. The
new officers are:
President, Hilma
Bradstreet;
vice president. Mrs. Virginia Presloptky; recording secretary, Arlene
Fickett; corresponding secretary,
Georgia Stevens; treasurer, Peggy
Havener; director. Mrs. Pauline
Talbot; sponsor. Mrs Ruth Elling
wood.
Beta Sigma Phi songs closed a
very delightful evening.
The next meeting will be May 9
at the club-room.

Miss Elizabeth E. Fox of Gorham
Siate president of The Garden
Club Federation of Maine, will
outline the Horticultural and'Gar
dening Program for all federations,
as planned by the National Council
of State Garden Club at the New
Orleans meeting. Medomak region
committee chairmen will suggest
projects and programs of work for
Summer.
Tire business meeting opens at
10 a. m., Thursday, May 16, in the
Tower Room of Community Build
ing. Rockland, and will include
discussion, of ihe proposed revision
of the federation constitution and
by-laws in regard to Regional
organizarion.
Luncheon will be
served at The Thorndike Hotel at
12.30.
The first ’"Dividends of Happi
ness" from the Lilac Friendship
Hedge, at Blaine House, Augusta,
were realized recently by the Gar
den, Club Federation of Maine. The
first sturdy new off-shoots from the
white lilac shrubs, nlanted on their
own roo’s in the East lawn of the
Governor’s Mansion in 1939 by the
Kennebe- Valiev Garden Club, were
presented to Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows,
who was Maine's First Lady at that
time and State chairman of the
Federation's Garden Project.
Mrs Horace A. Hildreth made ar
rangements wi’h Edward Johnson
of the State Department of Agri
culture. to sunervse the removal of
the two new lilac shrubs which were
cent to ’he Barrows home in Va
Big Grange Meeting lentine Park. West Newton, Mass.
As the years go by and the plants
increase other new lilac shrubs
Megunticook Visits Georges from the Hedge will be given to
garden club presidents throughout
Valley In Appleton, With Ma'ne.
Those wishing to attend the
109 Present
luncheon will nlea.se notify Mrs. H.
Megunticook Grange of Camden P Blorigeri, 150 Talbot avenue by
motored to Georges Valley Grange postcard by May 11.
in Appleton and worked the third
and fourth degrees upon 20 candi
SOUTH WARREN
dates April 23. This work was very
Walter
Delano spent the week
beautifully done. This Is the first end in Boston,.
class of candidates to be initiated
Gertrude Wood of Belmont. Mass ,
since the new master, Leland and Helen Holman of Kingfield
Briggs, was installed Feb. 23, but were callers Thursday at Mrs O. A
there have been several reinstate Copeland’s.
ments. .
Mrs Maurice Lermond has been
State Master E. Carrol Beane and spending a few davs at her former
Mrs. Beane, who are both State and home in Fast Providence, R. I She
National Grange officers, made very was joined Saturday by Mr. Ler
interesting remarks. State Treas mond end they attended the wed
urer Charles White, guest speaker ding of Lydia, daughter of Bill
for the evening, spoke on “Market Cunningham (sports writer for the
Conditions.” State Lecturer, Lottie Boston Herald) to Sumner Andrews
York, presented an amusing’mono at ’St. John’s Episcopal Church in
logue.
Newton ville. Mass., followed by a
Sub-iDeputy, Harold Nash and reception at the Brae Burn Country
Mrs. Nash, who is Juvenile Deputy Club in West Newton.
cf the Juvenile Grange, spoke upon
the order. Sub-Deputy Raymond
Danforth and wife were also pres
ent.
There were 109 Grange members
WANTS
present, and 11 Granges were rep
resented—Megunticook, Mystic Tie,
SALESPEOPLE
Merrymeeting, Winthrop
Seven
Tree, Good Will, No. 357 of South
Do you like to meet people and
Warren, Pioneer Medomak Valley.
Rock Bound, Mt. Cadillac, and
woi-k in pleasant surroundings.
Georges Valley.
Here’s your chance.
Edith Gurney, secretary; Hilda
Stockbridge, secretary pro tem.

Sen ter-Crane's

SENTER * CRANE'S

“ODDS and ENDS ' from one of America’s largest
manufacturers! We have not had a shipment like
this since before the war, so come early, about half
price.

Cups,
Saucers,
Fruits,
Oatmeals,
Deep Soup,
Coupe Soup,
Bakers,
Nappies,

Bread, Butter Plate
7” Plate,
8” Plate,
9” Plate,
10” Plate,
Small Platters,
Medium Platters,
Large Platters,

Spring Enchantment
Is Within Your Reach
When You Phone Our
Conveniently Located
Salon
*

Read The Courier-Gazette

MACHINE OR

! VERONICA

MACHINELESS

i LAKE • BENDIX

PERMANENTS
GARDEN
of
ALLAH

FROM

$
- HOWARD«SUVA
BORIS DM IBMP6WHS

COLD WAVE

Latest News
Shows, 2.80, 6.25, 8.38

PERMANENTS

’’’odav
“ZIEG1ELD FOLLIES”

from $10.00

STRAN
TEL. 892

GILBERTS
’
BEAUTY
SALON
375 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND

TEL 142
29-T-tf
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Two Hundred Signers

Elected Officers

Fine New Men’s Shop Has Formal Opening

To Petition Which Had Asked First Baptist Society Squares
A Smelt Fishing Extension
Away For Another Pros
perous Year
Tlie following clipping is repub
City Treasurer Charles H Morey
was elected clerk of the First Bap
tist Society last night for the 33d
successive year, at the annual meet
ing of Wednesday night
Other officers elected and com
mittee members appointed are:
Treasurer, Joseph W Robinson,
assistant treasurer, Mrs. G. Carl
Cassens; auditor, Herman M. Hart;
trustee for seven years, Fred A.
Carter; member of financial com
mitte for five years, Herman Hart;
collectors for three years, G Carl
Cassens and Abbie Hanscomo;
trustee for two years, David Sivewright.
Ushers, Millard Hart, cha rman;
Jaseph Mills, Raymond Pendleton.
Alden Sewall. Carlton Wooster, Al
fred Young, Kent Stanley, Albert
Mills, Ansel Young, Paul Merriam
and Cleveland Morey.
Honorary ushers, Jason Thurston,
Milton Wooster, Kenneth Mignauit,
Lloyd Snowdeal, Erwin Wooster,
Maynard Ames. Louis Tat ham.
New members of the parish are
Mrs. Joseph Couhig, Mr.s. Cora
Snow, Mrs. Ada McConnell, Mr. Coffin’s fine new furnishings store for men and boys which compares favorably with similar shops iu Maine.
and Mrs Milton Elwell, Mr. and
The handsome home of furnish
The two attractive display win are in natural oak as is the trim of
Mrs. Earl Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Caron
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs Raymond D. ings for men and boys in Rockland dows are at present in gala dress, the store An office and cashier's
Bowden. Melvin Randall, Mrs May
well worth* noticing. Above is a quarters are located midway of the
nard 'Ames, Joseph Nye. Mr. and known as ’Coffin’s” has been com
Mrs. Douglas Mills and Richard pleted and invites your inspection huge neon sign that leaves no ques southern side.
tion as to the name of the store,
L. E. Coffin, proprietor, has been
Emery.
Rev J. Charles MacDonald, pas Those familiar with the shop in its and over the entrance is another in business in Rockland several
tor, will attend the Northern Baptist first phase will he pleasantly sur neon sign in the same shade of blue years in the general uniform trade
Convention
at Grand Rapids, Mich., prised by the finished product, lo calling attention to the fact that and still takes special pride in this
^Another petition by the Wal?°"
under
a
motion
offered by Mr Robboro fishermen has been, presented
cated two doors north of the Thorn the shop is headquarters for uni branch, carrying a good supply of
inson.
to the commissioner for an exten
American Legion uniforms in stock.
Reports were given by Mr. Rob dike Hotel. Those familiar with forms.
sion of the season on. the Medomak inson,
treasurer, showing a balance business houses over the State say
The store itself in completed form Stanley L. Payson is in charge of
River. No decision has been reached.
of over $12,000 on hand, and from there is no more modern store in is 80 feet long by 40 feet wide rear the floor and has a fine knowledge
Sidney H Pierce, treasuer of ben Maine devoted exclusively to men’s
section in agreeable neutral colors of all departments. Nestor S. Brown
Workers Exceed Work evolences, showing a cash balance
of $742, after payments of $3,151 and boys' clothing and shoes, and for ceilings and walls with sunshine is in charge of the extensive shoe
during the year.
few stores as well stocked in these lighting from fluorescents. The up- department and pleasant Charles
Status Of the U. S. Employ- A budget of $8,700 was presented days of scarcities.
to-the-minute cases and fixtures E. Dorgan is special order clerk.
by a committee consisting of Mr.
ment Office Is Here
Pierce. Mr. Rcb nson, Maurice Snow,
Herman Hart and Edwin H. Cne
THE GOOD, OLD DAYS
Presented
From The Exciter
Work Again Delayed
Anne G. Billings, assistant secre
Contrasted W’ith the New Ones By
The current supply of workers in tary for Sunday Schools, reported A Group Of Items From
418
pupils
held
27
classes
with
a Hartford Oyster House
the Rockland labor market area
Reed Tells Why Lamoine
continues to exceed the demand, ac average attendance of 221 trom
Beulah Ames C.M.P.
Honiss’ Oyster House, Hartford.
Station Will Not Be Built
cording to the monthly labor mar October to the present, and Shirlene
McKinney
reported
$270
on
Conn,., has its own way of showing
Column
ket news letter released to nearly
This Year
300 Waldo and Knox county em hand
patrons the first I1CO years are the
Caroline Mitchell reported tbe A committee composed of our di
ployers, service clubs, labor organ
hardest.
People who eat there get
Inflationary
prices
and
a
lack
of
new officers of
the vision meter Foremen Murray T.
izations, veterans organizations ana following
a
card
like
this:
Women
’
s
Association;
Pres'.oent,
chambers of commerce by Everett
Whalen,, Merton Taylor, Perley building materials have forced
Mrs.
Ethel
Coburn,
vice
president.
“
Hcniss
’
opened in 1845, when
W Humphrey, manager of the
Sampson of Augusta and Everett postponement of construction of a women wore Hoop skirts, frilled
United States Employment office in Mrs. Marvin Harriman, secretary,
Mrs. Richard Emery, treasurer, Mrs McMerriman of Lewiston, went to State lobster rearing station ai cotton undies, did cleaning, wash
Rockland.
Through its Job development pro Eda Post, Edifice committee, Mrs. Manchester, New Hampshire on Lamoine, Richard E. Reed. Sea and ing, ironing, raised big families,
gram Humphrey said more varied Mildred Crie.
March 26 and were the guests of Shore Fisheries Commissioner dis went to church Sundays, were too
Nellie Magune of the Mission Cir
busy to be sick . . . Men wore whis
types of work have been made
the Public Service Company, where closed (Wednesday.
available for returning servicemen, cle reported an $87 balance for that they studied the possibilities of Reed said the legislative appro kers. chopped wood, bathed once a
week, drank 10c whiskey, 5c beer,
and that several have been placed group.
This type of priation of $40,000 in 1941 was suf worked '12 hours a day and lived to
Elizabeth Morey, secretary of socket metering.
in these openings. Considerable in
terest has been shown by employers Kallcch Class, reported 254 mem metering has been in use success ficient to ibuild and equip the plant ' ripe old age . . . Stores burned coal
in on-the-job training for veterans, bers attending and work for the fully there for the past two years. 'at that time but increasing costs oil lamps, carried everything from
according to the market analysis Red Cross and distribution of seven Murray gives a very enthusiastic ac Remand another $20,000 before con a needle to a plow, trusted every
body, never took inventory, placed
Layoffs, affecting 603 workers, of quilts. Helen E. Bean reported for count of the trip, was very much
tracts can (be let.
orders for goods a year in advance
whom 300 are veterans, are expect the Opportunity Class 431 calls had
ed during the coming month. Ap been made and 38 cards sent with impressed with the mills, and Man The late commissioner, Arthur R and always made mcney . . .
“ . . . And new women wear an
proximately 25 percent of this various donations made to Red chester in general, and feels he Greenleaf, had drawn plans, and
group live in other labor market Cross, missionary and religious made some new friends from his construction operations were sched ounce of underwear, smoke, paint,
areas, and in all probability will re bodies.
very pleasant contact with the Pub uled to start on the site of the Na powder, drink cocktails, have pet
Harriet Emery, secretary of the
dogs and go in for politics. Men
turn to former homes
lic Service people. He mentions in
Today the Rockland office has ap MacDonald Class reported 34 mem particular me'er engineer Austin, val coaling station, in 1942 but The have high blocd pressure, little hair,
proximately 182 jobs listed, as con bers with various work projects meter foreman Hutchins and Mr. project was delayed because of fed bathe twice a day, are misunder
stood at home, play the stock mar
trasted with 1,210 men and women. complete.
Hayes who was in charge of special eral priority rulings, Reed said
Marjorie Mills reported the new testing.
Including many veterans, listed as
Our boys were royally en The Commissioner added that ket. drink poison, work five hours a
day. and die young . . . Stores have
slate fcr the Christian Endeavor tertained, one of the high lights be
active Job seekers.
Fourteen selected employers in Society: President, Ansel Yeung; ing their evening at the Six Acres sipce 1942 new techniques had been electric lights, cash registers, eleva
the area predict an aggregate in-1 vice president, Muriel Adams; treas Club. Our boys also called on the developed in lobster rearing that tors, but never what the customer
crease of 42 workers by May 15. Of urer, Douglas Mills; prayer meet Anchor Manufacturing’ Company might necessitate an, entire new set wants, trust nobody, take inventory
the reporting firms, seven anticipate ing Charlotte Cook; music. Shir- who make our meter enclosures, of specifications for the Lamoine daily, never buy in advance, have
employment increase, one firm ex lene McKinney; librarian, Albert switches, and some of our line
overhead, markup, markdown,’ stock
station.
pects a slight employment decline, Mills; publicity. Virginia Ogilvie; equipment.
control, dollar day, founder’s day,
while six plants expect to maintain social, Gerald Bradley; sergeantJimmie Sullivan is a patient at Sea and Shore Fisheries has rummage sales, economy days, and
production without
employment at-arms, Richard Harper and the Knox County General Hospital. conducted a lobster rearing station never make any money.”—(Path
Thomas Bell.
finder).
change.
He would be glad to receive a card at Boothbay Harbor since 1938
Job openings on order with the
from other Old Timers and friends
employment service, broken down Warren called Monday ~on friends in the Company. Jimmie is always
APPLETON
Into broad occupatonal classifica in this place
SOUTH WALDOBORO
around to greet us at 8 o’clock in
A
meeting
was held last week, to
tions. include two Jobs in profes
Miss Maybelle
Eugley
visited the morning and we certainly miss
Miss Frances Lee returned Wed form a Library Association. These
sional and managerial occupaticns, Wednesday wl‘h Mrs. Lloyd Foster him.
nesday from Syracuse, N. Y.. where officers w’ere elected: President,Mrs.
two in clerical and sales openings. in Winslow’s Mills.
Charles Hare of the line depart she was employed during the Win Elizabeth Gushee; vice president,
15 in service occupations, 45 in
Mr and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and ment is doing the janitor work at
Mrs. Evelyn. Pitman, secretary, Mrs
skilled trades. 57 in semi-skilled family of North Waldoboro were the Main street office during the ill ter.
Mary Gurney; treasurer,, Mrs. Eva
work, and 61 in unskilled jobs.
gues*s recentlv of their parents. Mr. ness of Jimmie Sullivan
Oliver Brown of Bath who spent Briggs;
trustees, Mrs. Fannie
Job seekers, classified ln the and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
Virginia Teague, clerk at our the past w*eek with his daughter, Gushee. Elmer Stevens and John
same breakdown, show that 53 men
McLellan Euglev is v’siting his Camden office, has severed connec returned home Sunday.
Chaples. It was decided to open
and women want professional or son. Walter, in Augusta
tions with the Company to take up
the library to the public, Tuesdav
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Hutchins
and
managerial types of work. 84 seek
employment in Warren, where her
evenings
from 7 o’clock to 8 o'clock,
positions in clerical or sales groups,
home is. Doris Sylvester is tem family of Portland were visitors with Miss Eleanor Fuller as libra
OWL’S HEAD
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Alvin
Wal

42 want jobs in service occupations,
Ehira Johnson of Rockland spent porarily doing the work in that lace.
374,in skilled trade work, 270 look
I rian. At present the library is lo
office.
cated an the IHigh School building,
for semi-skilled positions, and 387 the Easter vacation with her grand
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Borden ol but it is planned to move to larger
Sneaking of being absent on ac
mother.
Mrs.
L.
H.
Perry.
want unskilled jobs.
Association meet
Albert MacPhail. Jr., has rc- count of sickness. Al Young has Bath called Sunday on Mrs. Ida quarters scon
turend, home after an appendix op been away from his work 2’/i hours Winchenbach and daughter Ger ings are to be held the third Wed
I nesday in each month and any
due to illess during the 25 years he trude.
GROSS NECK
eration at Knox Hospnal
Alvin Wallace and son LoweU one interested in, having a Public
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Eugley. Jr, Mrs. Rose White is at her home has worked for the Company.
Office clerk Lucy Ball has sold planted peas April 17
Library here, is invited.
of West Waldoboro visited relatives here after spending the Winter in
her car bit' Is in the market for a
Rockland.
here the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon and Mr. and Mrs Alvin Perry have new Plymouth.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
line Foreman A. M. Young has
Miss Esther Genthner of Thomas- bought the Hiram Dolliver house on
$3.00 a year
$3.00 a year
to were guests Sunday of Mr and the hill and will move there shortly. bought a large piece of land on
Mrs. Melvin Genthner’s.
Attendance was especially large North Main street. Rockland, and
Mrs. Ernest Eugley and children at the Easter services in the chapel. plans to build an attractive bunga
low as soon as possble.
have b**en recent Rockland vhdtors.
Carroll Merrill, service foreman,
Mr. and Mrs. Will’am Thorne of
Read Tiie Courier-Gazette

At

savitts, inc., Thursday, may 2

tCUSE ME. STANLEY, BUT I
I AM MAKING AN IMPORTANT
\ ENTRY IN MY DM/tY I BROUGHT \
IN MY FUAS AND MINTER GARMENTS]

to

SAVITT'S. Inc.
369 Main St., Rockland

MINIMUM
FURS
' CU>TH_-*l 00

won the cigars for the best sugges
tion of a safety measure at the
March Combined Safety meeting.
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Follow The Band

Would (Be Cry Of Average Woman
If Offered Silk Stockings

This is a word whose true mean

(By Leo Connellan and

\l[C SAWMS/

all ovfc*

Here’s your

TELEPttaONE

COMPANY

Pay starts at
$24 a week

4.

Five-day week

No experience

c

Regular
pay

necessary

day with her sis'er, Mrs. Katie
Eueley in Waldoboro.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
S3.Q0 a year

GIRLS:

WORK FOR THE

q
o

Highways are happy ways—so long as It’s a bright, summer’s
day; but after dark this scenic road becomes a treacherous,
inky-black death-trap, where life and death hang in the
balance. Car headlights are not enough. Too often the car
approaching from behind, or at an intersection, doesn’t see
the other car until it’s too late! Highways can be happy
ways at night, too, by installing life-saving electric lights.

CENTR,
POWE

AINE
PANY

OF AUBURN

Biq Chance
3$

MEDOMAK

Mr. and Mrs. Burton Teele of
Port Clyde were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs Ira Teele.
Mrs Hartwell Carter of Waldo
boro visited Wednesday at Thomas
Carter's.
Kenne’h Genthner who recently
arrived from overseas, is at his
home on Long Island.
Mrs. Burton. Carter and daugh
ter
are visiting Mrs. Carter s
mother in Rockland.
Mrs. Phena Oross of BToad Cove
has been at the home of her daugh
ter. Mrs. Kenneth Prior the past
week.
Mrs. Julia Osier held a beano par
ty at her home (Wednesday, prizes
going to Mrs. Annie Genthner and
Mrs. Mae Shuman
L. W Osier was a business caller
Wednesday in Rockland. Among
others in the city that day were
Mrs. Viola McLain and daughter,

red, white and blue chevrcns on grade of the music we used to hear,
the heels for the patriotic young in "the old days," before the war,
woman;' writes Fan of Fashion has returned with all its high,
Mrs.. Clara ©verlock of Washing quality.
To date Bud has played only for
ton, Me., enclosed a clipping of that
! two 'formals,” since his return, but,
item with a letter reading:
"While clean'ng house today, put the Jobs done on these two nights.
ting new (papers in the bottom of a ' before capacity crowds, lias more
trunk. I came across ths item j than been enough, to prove to all
which I am enclosng. it brings to ; local music lovers, that old Bud has
my mind »he saying: Time makes j still very much “on the ball,’’
With “Dud'’ Harvey, renowned
many changes."
The average
’woman, if she saw a pair of real Rockland trumpeter, as his side
silken hose might be expected to kick, Cleve Page of Damariscotta,
have a nervous breakdown—0* recentlv returned from one and
would she say, “No silk, please I one-half years overseas, as his lead
tencr, Camden and Broadway,
want 'nylons!”
“I recently saw in a Rockland. New York's Warren Prince, another
Me., store several pa’rs of black ace in the hole. Bud is really again
silk hose which the clerk told me moving in local music circles.
An added feature to Bud's band is
had been there tucked away for more
than 15 years. As to the chevrons, an electric guitar, the only one in
since the war closed most young this section. This guitar is played
women have forgotten ‘patriotism’ b.v Eddie Rogers of Bath, a veteran
it seems to me ”—Boston Post.
of three Navy bands. Bob Ander
son at the drums, gives the band
that smooth background, always re
CUSHING
quired by any good band.
Miss Fannie M. Crute wa.s home
So "Follow the Bands" records
from Winston, Conn., for the Eas
Bud Clark is again moving. Rock
ter vacation.
Schools opened Monday after a land truly has a great band.
week's vacation.
4
Mrs. Gladys Condon of Thomas SUMMER SCHOOL AT ORONO
The regular Summer session, of ’
ton was guest Sunday of her
daughter, Mrs. Estelle Saasta the University of Maine will be
; held during the six-week period
moinen
Mrs Calvin Heald of Gardiner is from July 1 to Aug. 9. In addition,
visiting her fathpr, Walter Powers. from Julv 1 to Aug 30, the univer
A large congregarion greeted the sity wil] conduct a nine-week Sum
pastor. Miss Kathleen Weed, upon mer Term primarily for veterans.
her return Easter Sunday to the The regular Summer session will
Broad Cove Church She gave an emphasize work ’n the field of edu
inspiring message. “The Ho'y City’’ cation for teachers and administra
was played by Mrs. Rose Wales at tors. Courses will be given in all
the piano and Dr. Louis Benson of the regular departments in the
I with violin. Four car,didates were School of Education and many of
baptized and received in*o the the departmerts in the College of
Special work
church by the pastor
Several Arts and .Sciences
potted plants lent their beauty to I in home eco'"omics and other fields
the service, among them being two will be available.
Easter lilies from the Sunday
School which were later sent to
shut-fns, one of whom was Miss
Fannie W. Miller, the oldest person
in town, who is nearing 92.
u
and through the co-operation of all
see that through the necessary
channels—these deplorable condi
tions are brought to light and reme
died for the individual child and the
; community as a whole.

ing is very often confused and lost
by the wayside of petty Involve
ments and misdirected intentions.
Edmond Ritchie, State president,
brought out this point most strong
ly at the Third district Meeting
held Thursday at Mrs. William
Talbot's heme. This district is
made up of 21 local PTjA.'s 12
being represented at this session
and over 53 were present.
Mr. Ritchie stated most emphatic
ally that he had no intentions of
criticizing any of the local organi
zations, merely wished to point out
the many pitfalls to be avoided that
the true ideals and aims of P.T.A.
work might not be lost or swept
aside. Por after all, P.T.A. has but
one definition and meaning—“Fur
ther education of the parent, in
conjunction with the teacher.’’ For
the welfare of the child.’’
This organization is comparative
ly a new one in Rockland and to
make it a success, it is the duty of
everyone in our city to take an ac
tive interest in it, whether he have
children in the schools or not. Not
able progress has been made this
year in Rockland but it needs the
cc-operation of all public spirited
citizens, including parents, teach
ers, members of the School Board,
City Council and the merchant on
the street to make it a success.
Many are apt to have the mistaken
idea that P.T.A. is only for the
mothers and are content to sit back
and let them do the work. This is
the most dangerous pitfall of all.
Let us not be ostriches, sticking our
heads ln the sand and letting the
other fellow* labor in vain!
It is a well known fact that Bet
ter Schools mean a Better Com
munity and looking at it merely as
a business proposition, we can’t
hope to improve our community to
the extent that people will wrant to
come here to live until we can offer
schools that give their children the
best in modern education.
Fundamentally—P. T. A. should
not have to be concerned in any
way with raising money for the
schools. At the present time, many
branches have dene so because the
School Board and City Council have
not done enough about the present
deplorable conditions. No person,
whether he be a parent or not, en
The Courier-Gazette
joys thinking of children’s eyes be Subcribe to $3.00
a vear
ing ruined by poor lighting, health
being endangered through out-dat
ed sanitary conditions and over
crowding in buildings that should
have been replaced long ago.
AT
At the present time, the State
of Maine is 46th on the educational
list, 26% of our High Schools are
rural with but two teachers carry
ing the entire load of a college pre
paratory curriculum. Statistics also
show that the average adult educa
tion does not extend beyond the
seventh grade. This last fact alone
perhaps explains the attitude and
the time-worn phrase we are so apt
to hear—“if the schools were good
enough for my father and me, I
guess they are good enough for my
children.”
With these facts confronting us—
what are w*e going to do about it?
Are we going to sit back saying—
—“we can’t do anything about
the schools because that would
Ptpai-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
mean higher taxes.” Or— are
FRANCHISED
BOl'l
LKK: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO
we are going to get down to work

I

Pauline McLain spent Wednesday
ln Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman
were Rockland visitors Mondav
Mrs. Astor Willey passed Wednes

Addie.

v

"I WANT NYLONS’

WhatIsTheP.T.A.?

Mrs. Ritchie, State President,
Richard Jones)
Five years and one day ago the
Explains at a Rockland
With the return of Bud Clark,
following
item ran. in this paper
Meeting
and'
his orchestra to Rockland, the
“Patriotic silken ho*e now has

lished from the ^Waldoboro Press
by special request and with the be
lief that a prompt reply w 11 be
forthcoming from tCom’r Reed’
Just a few hours before the dead
line of the smelt fishing season, the
Commissioner of iSea and Shore
Fisheries Richard Reed turned down
a petition to extend the season ten
days. This move by the local vetrans and fishermen who work along
the St. Georges and Warren rivers
was made in a final attempt to in
crease the length of the season becouse the run of the smelts was late
this year due to the poor weather
conditions.
Heretofore all such
petitions and requests for exten
sions were accepted by the late
Commissioner Greenleaf.
Tlie petition was drawn up early
Wednesday morning. By afternoon
more than 200 signatures had been
affixed to the document
it was
presented to the commissioner.
Frank Hallowell one of the local
fish wardens, investigated the casp
and gave his results to Reed. On
the basis of the evidence, the com
missioner was forced to refuse the
petition
The fishermen, whose seasons
earnings depend heavily on the
success of the smelt run, will tremndously suffer by the denial.
The smelt season, is officially over
April 25 The 10-day extension en
abled the men to make up for the
slack run at the beglnn ng of the
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You’re paid
while learning
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increases „

In three months you may
be earning #28 a week,
Some make more, some
/ess.
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Just get in touch with

Miss Nettie Jordan, Chief Operator
at the Telephone Office
26 School St., Rockland

Telephone Rockland 9908
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